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PROLOGUE: 

  

Welcome to this special report! This is 2nd in the trilogy of the 

Fotonic Beauty series which simultaneously stands alone as the 

foundation and engine for the heretical concept of Fotonic Beauty. 

 

Although this ended up being LONGER than ‘UT’, I assured you that 

this is easy-to-consume fast ‘reading-wise’ (well, until things hit 

profound but yeah). Now….do you want to have more influence and 

response from YOUR visual media?  

  

Are you ready to break the glass ceiling on the conditioned limits of 

Beauty itself?  

  

Then get ready for an entire foundational overhaul for what I see as 

the inevitable evolution of professional image influence and beauty 

essence consulting itself...we're entering the realm of conscious 

competence with charisma! 

  

The 'Theory of Φotonic Quanta' presented here is more of a 

specialized theory off of my recent 'Uniφied Theory' itself in piecing 

together an infrastructure for the evolution of professional image into 

the practical realm beyond skin-deep mastery.  



  

Really you could even call it (along with Φotonic Beauty) the 'science 

of charisma'. 

  

This power report book is also for you if you are into energy work, 

energy healing, vibrational medicine, consciousness and spirituality 

(especially if you ALSO value your own professional visual 

communication, more insights and more mastery). It's also for you if 

you've had unanswered questions around charisma, allure and have 

been fascinated by certain people and their visual influence and 

impact. 

  

Now; if you've already read the first book in this trilogy ('Uniφied 

Theory'), my use of ‘phi’ may be very familiar. 

  

I'm intentionally using the Greek 'phi' which replaces the 'ph' as an 'f' sound (it 

is also the Russian/Ukrainian 'F'). Phi ('φ') in math and physics is known as 'the 

Golden Ratio' and signifies divine intelligence (like sacred geometry) encoded 

within many things in nature and physics. It's been referred to as a 

mathematical or architectural signature of beauty. 

  

I will also freely refer to 'Photonic Quanta Theory' as 'Theory', 'The Theory', 

'PhQ', 'Φq', ΦQ' or 'φQ' or 'φq'. This here is the last time I will fully spell 

'photonic' in its original spelling when referring to our concept. From here 

forward, I will use 'phi'. Also, I may not always use ‘identifier quotations 

around these either’. 



  

This has in part to do with someone already using the term 'photonic beauty' 

for a facial beauty product (whether trademarked or not); but because this is a 

universal concept, it is primarily to support differentiating between the 2 prime 

realities as we'll get into.  

  

The website where you can get the latest versions of the Trilogy 

(UniΦied Theory, this report and PhB) is always fotonicbeauty.com 

  

Be informed that I will also refer to 'φotonic' as 'fotonic' or 'Φotonic' and 

'Φotonic Beauty' as 'PhB', 'Φb', 'ΦB', 'φb', 'φB', φotonic Beauty or even 'fotonic 

beauty'. Uniphied Theory (φ with phi replacement for 'f') will also be 

referenced as 'UT', 'Uniphied Theory' or 'Uniφied Theory'. ALSO; There will be 

many more visual examples of things in the upcoming ‘PhB’ report itself! 

  

I am intentionally and shamelessly inter-changing the spelling (+/- 

the quotations) to stretch your mind and break previous patterns.  

  

Literally reading 'Phi'/'Φ' will help transcode while breaking 

conditioning and getting you one foot in the realm of a new quantum 

era of beauty that isn't constricted by the laws of our physical 

universe and conditioned 3D beauty standards.  

  

We are now in the realm of beauty consciousness and all 

dimensions of practical radiance! 

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


  

Although the PhB resource itself will delve deeply into, for now; you 

might be wondering el Rion; "What IS φotonic Beauty?" 

  

ΦB can simply be seen as like 'radio-active beauty' or 'photo-

chemical' beauty; beauty that is so literally radiant that it EFFECTS 

others.  

  

It's the concept of having RADIANT starlet-like epigenetic, multi-

dimensional, activating and transformational levels of influence on 

others simply from your live vibrational and essenced light presence 

and visual image media.  

  

The work I do with Sexy Chi already does this consulting and 

transformational work, yet 'The Theory' here actually empowers 

everything for further awareness, self-mastery, professional mastery 

and scalability. 

  

Far more than 'looking good' with skin-deep beauty mastery (yet 

where people don't FEEL anything from you and keep scrolling); 

φotonic Beauty is beauty that (from emanation) on its own 

transforms, engages, activates and influences.  

 

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?phq


It's the discovery and reclamation of 'inner beauty' but in a way that 

means everything to literal on-camera work because image itself is 

multi-dimensional light. 

  

So I welcome you to this report! You might even be here AFTER 

reading the φB report itself to get a deeper, core understanding of the 

foundation of beauty essence transformation. I'm Rion Kati and you 

can find out more about me on my main site of SexyChi.com/about. 

  

As I mentioned previously on Knots Landing; ΦB with its foundation 

of PhQ could also be called the 'active science of charisma or allure'. 

  

The upcoming 'φotonic Beauty' report itself will be the main, official 

'big release' including representation of these 2 core components (and 

it's been taking me all of summer 2023 to prepare it!). 

  

ΦQ here is being released as its own stand-alone theory. This report 

will touch upon core Theory as well as some Unified Theory + some 

of the context of Fotonic Beauty itself.  

  

φB itself is founded upon the deeper principles of Uniφied Theory 

and φQ that can serve as a 'best yet' Science of Charisma; like what's 

really behind everything and what's going on and why.  

  

https://sexychi.com/about-rion-kati/?phq


This is important considering that charisma coaching and consulting 

has effectively been limited thus far to physical behavioral modeling 

and psychological 'mindset' when really, we have to understand the 

LANGUAGE of Light and Radiation itself to truly master the final 

frontier of beauty and visual influence (the kind that SELLS and says 

everything without even selling out).  

  

Fotonic Beauty is about TRUE beauty, power and visual influence 

(and it opens the door to more of it for yourself rather than just 

guessing or hoping something works out while mastering skin-deep 

appearance). 

  

PhQ represented in this report here (v1.0) is intentionally shorter 

than 'UT' and 'PhB' yet requires at least some context (which I'll 

provide). I have the righteous rightfulness to update Φq Theory itself 

for continual improvement purposes (as future version releases which 

would be available on fotonicbeauty.com). 

  

Let me re-state this... 

  

For TRUE visual mastery and to open the path for Φotonic Beauty 

transformation, it's best to really understand what we're working 

with in what is arguably; the 'final frontier' of Human Beauty 

itself....EVERYTHING that is practically within human based visual 

media or 'image' that is beyond (and yet still with) the physical. 



  

'Inner Beauty' as it is known is like a spiritual, wellness hiatus. It's too 

divergent from the REALITY of working photography, film and 

videography. We're talking the practical world of FULL visual 

communication beyond just the skin-deep mastery.  

  

We're talking the practical working realm and mastery of essence and 

allure - and the SCIENCE of it; that which has previously been too 

esoteric (from a Beauty 1.0 lens). Now we can take that 'there's just 

something about him/her' and KNOW WHAT IT IS (and WHY it is). 

  

As the founder, I/Rion in this run-on sentence propose that the 

'Theory of φq' sets the foundational infra-structure for the φotonic 

evolution of the Beauty industry, professional image work in related 

industries, image consulting and Beauty influencers as well as obvious 

relevance to the future of performance arts and entertainment with 

energetic & essence awareness, essence consulting and 

transformational mastery.  

  

From my perspective; the entire Beauty industry as we have known it 

has been literally all about skin-deep beauty (support and mastery) 

and what could be called ‘superficial appearance’.  

  

Although I, myself (as a man) actually do value fashion, style and 

body transformation (more than you might even think)...it still 



frustrated me that beauty professionals that made reference to 'allure' 

and 'essence' were still operating from a uni-dimensional, myopic 

understanding and foundation of skin-deep mastery.  

  

To me; they couldn't ever properly DEFINE 'charisma' or 'allure'. 

They couldn't speak the 'language of light' and frequency because 

that's what we're really working with in visual media. 

  

Note: Although Φq and ΦB is mostly focused on the feminine concept of 

'Beauty', you can just as readily replace it for the masculine concept of 

charisma. With that said; I'll still mostly be speaking to the feminine. (I started 

work with men and the masculine and still do; however, most work has shifted 

to women and the feminine). 

  

Historically... 

  

Most of the entirety of (human) beauty - anthropomorphically 

speaking (up until now) - has been associated with the physical (or 

cultural influence upon the physical) which has kept the value, focus 

and working beauty mastery as that of form and the skin-deep. 

Beauty is and has been practically focused with the visceral 'physical' 

appearance and presentation. 

  



For eons, human Beauty (+ masculine looks) has remained literally 

skin-deep with vague references to allure, charisma, essence, higher 

aesthetic and vibes.  

  

Even literally going 'beyond skin-deep' with plastic surgery; the 

overall value was and is still for physical, skin-deep aesthetics (which 

further proves my point). I often call this 'Beauty 1.0'. 

  

Nothing wrong with it per se, but it's frankly limited.  

  

The behavioral modeling of charisma coaches (imo) is exactly akin to 

how pick-up artists tried to model 'natural men' around single 

women (and I would know because I used to be a top natural dating 

coach under a slightly different name and literally knew the men 

who were in the best-selling book 'The Game').  

  

((BTW; everything we're talking about with your image (whether 

male or female) has EVERYTHING to do with your attraction itself 

including all things sexual and romantic b/c it's entwined with your 

consciousness and self-image itself)). 

  

We all know that 'fake-acting' something can come across weird; esp. 

with such a concept of having TRUE authentic power and influence 

from your image, we can't be into backwards modeling or fake-acting 

anything as our 'hacks' or foundation itself.  



  

Do you want to be coming across as a poser when you enter a room of 

true power and how discerning THOSE people are? 

  

True Beauty; true essence INHERENTLY has incredible influence, 

social status and value. People FEEL IT. PhQ here will go into WHY. 

  

A great reference point for this IS award-winning actors because they 

BECOME the character so much so IN ESSENCE and EMBODIMENT 

that it becomes believable....acting becomes BEING.  

  

Fake acting is posing (or putting on a mask) and people are going to 

see through that if you're a social media influencer. So we're not 

talking about a quick superficial gloss over here; we're talking about 

true inner beauty and confidence. 

  

I've said it often; do you want to just LOOK like a Goddess (or follow 

fads) or do you want to BE a goddess with Her authentic 

embodiment, truth and presence?  

  

That's the difference and today's consumers are becoming sharper to 

really know who has true power (and it's in your vibe and light-truth 

which is what fotonic beauty is all about). 

  



With φotonic Beauty we're talking about the POWER and influence 

of beauty (including archetypal beauty mastery) and how to have 

more of it for yourself.  

  

It's also worth mentioning that the concept of make-up can often 

create a split sense of identity and insecurity in women who may feel 

'on', valued, validated and worthy (although insecure in other ways) 

as compared to when they're not wearing make-up....yet they can 

control how, who and when people see them as 'made-up' (which 

could still be aligned with her fuller expression). 

  

I would think your value is maximizing everything and actually 

BEING that soul-self expressed version of your inner beauty, soul 

beauty on camera and in social interactions. 

  

What we're covering with PhB uniphies the elusive concept of 'inner 

beauty' with the PRACTICALITY of professional image; it's not about 

personality, talent or 'character', it's about what LIGHT RADIATION 

shows up ON-CAMERA 'in the light' (so to speak)...high value things 

that cannot be faked.  

  

We'll get into it, but the same thing stands with the EMF spectrum of 

radiation; frequencies exist that aren't literally in the visible spectrum 

but are still there. 

  



Now; 

  

Since Beauty 1.0 (representing the entire multi-billion dollar a year 

industry) didn't ever really have a proper framework and 

understanding for conscious competence with allure transformation; 

the best attempts were understandably with things like vague 

wellness tips, diet advice, meditation advice or supplementary 

astrology horoscope readings (all of which at the very, very best 

would only indirectly help on camera). 

  

Fortunately, there's a LOT of professional support out there to help 

you literally look your 'extrinsic' best with what I call 'Beauty 1.0'; all 

of which is sourced in the physical and topographical universe 

(however); and yet still, the camera picks up ALL...it picks up FAR 

MORE information that IS being communicated to your fans, 

prospects and soul clients than you can imagine (and they're starting 

to read into this and know your truth or if you're a poser). 

  

It's easy to get lost in that highly developed (and yet superficial) 

world as there are always new skin care products, style trends, fads 

and their advertisements, etc. to keep you distracted from anything 

deeper that may actually also (and always) have everything to do 

with your professional image (and maximizing your INFLUENCE and 

response from it).   

  



It requires different tools and different awareness; 

different competencies. 

  

The simple truth of it is that image (literally photography) itself; is 

multi-dimensional vibration and photonic (+φotonic) light 

information; not merely uni-dimensional or physical skin light 

reflection of photons. The EMF spectrum itself is MOSTLY invisible 

light as well. 

  

This is such a fundamental concept; however, we won't go much into 

'the truth of image' here for brevity's sake.  

  

PhB v1.0 itself will delve more into fuller immersive coverage. 

  

There's nothing wrong with B1.0 + it is BIG industry; yet at this 

point, you have probably realized that the obsessive focus on the 

literal skin-deep feels constrictive; even dis-connective to your soul. 

Plus, there's always new products within the same paradigm and that 

nothing ever seems really 'breakthrough'. 

  

You know; 

  



Yet Another celebrity with a tequila brand, another instagram based 

beauty influencer starting their own line of Beauty 1.0 products.  

  

Nothing wrong with it; it is what it is (and I'm officially pro-

capitalist)...I'm just saying it's still LIMITED. There's still the glass 

ceiling. 

  

You could say that the Beauty industry is very shallow and yet very 

wide and as we know inter-twines with the Fashion, Fitness, Music 

and Movie industries. 

  

Maybe you got fed up with it and have even disconnected FROM 

maximizing your extrinsic beauty potential in favor of something 

more spiritual or more about 'inner beauty'. 

  

Maybe you may have even hoped that beauty truly is more than skin 

deep (and not just in a vague wellness-seeking way that disconnects 

from the daily relevance of your professional image and social media 

influence).  

  

If so; you're in the right spot. I’d dare say that this is the tip of the 

spear! 

  



If you sense that image itself is probably carrying MORE information 

about your communication than just the physical skin reflection and 

highlighting of usable light... 

  

If you WANT to believe in the concept of essences...If you want to 

merge 'inner beauty' with outer beauty ‘practically’ for MASSIVE 

INCREASES IN fan, prospect and client response, keep reading. 

  

And if you want to talk about deep Goddess Beauty and presence, 

healing levels of transformational beauty and starlet-like 'it factor' 

allure that magically communicates ALL of your true multi-

dimensional soul self professionally in heart, sex and soul-stirring 

image and performance, good!  

  

If you KNOW and feel that visual communication INFLUENCE is 

more than just about 'talent', 'effort', 'talking', 'copywriting', 'over-

functioning to stand out in a crowded marketplace', just 'looking 

good' or following the next style trend; you're in the right place to set 

a template for true and holistic beauty and visual mastery....really 

something that IS feminine-centric who can accomplish more by 

doing less and BEING MORE. 

  

After all; Beauty itself is PRIMORDIAL to attracting the masculine 

principle (including provision and resources, love, etc.). It is divinely 

and inherently VALUABLE and cherished. It sub-communicates 



spiritual value to the masculine spirit all related with Communion 

principle and man’s desire for The Holy Grail. 

  

Fotonic Beauty and the increased visual influence it brings (from 

fuller expression) is what you most likely desire. You're set to become 

someone ready to dramatically increase the engagement and response 

from your fans, prospects, customers or clients! 

  

After all; φotonic quanta IS the life-giving 'je ne sais quois' 

that starlets and idols give out or EMANATE to their fanbase. 

  

Fotonic Quanta is PALPABLE and instigates RESPONSE. 

 

Ideally; we have to have a deeper understanding and foundation of 

everything else that is part of professional image ASIDE FROM the 

skin-deep mastery component for TRUE and holistic Beauty, image 

and self-expression mastery. This helps you understand what's 

actually going on; shining the light of truth awareness so to speak - 

on it. 

  

Is it just about look good or having people FEEL the radiant truth-

substance of your alchemical Beauty itself? (That which most 

consumers don’t actually have). 

 



I think you may be pleased to know that Beauty (as PhQ believes) has 

ALWAYS been associated with spirituality and that these are not 

separate concepts; and that really, the world has just been viewing 

and valuing the lower truth, the lower form of Beauty itself up until 

now.  

  

Really and now; beauty is its own path of spiritual and feminine 

awakening of consciousness and truly so (with practical results 

in how others respond to you). 

  

What's beyond social power and status? DIVINE power and status; 

TRUE power and beauty that is immortal. That's our realm now 

professionally, k? 

  

We have to take a very different and conscious approach. No longer 

can we rely upon vague, insecure and incompetent definitions or 

references to the other 'intangible' aspects of beauty while still 

instantly returning back to and only focusing on skin-deep mastery 

tips, techniques, the next hot fashion house designer or the next fair-

trade skin cream product (no matter where it's sourced from or what 

its organic ingredients are).  

  

It's time for conscious competence in the realm of 'allure' and 

'essence' (that still fully respects B1.0 and integrates for what it is).  

  



Remember, I've already been doing allure transformation and have 

been for years now with hundreds of paying clients (and plenty o' 

testimonials);...this is the deeper awareness and foundation itself for 

true scalability (which obviously connects and REUNIFIES with 

practical spirituality and literally consciousness itself).  

  

Fortunately, my past clients were so captivated and super-sharp being 

AHEAD of the curve well before this ever became popular to help me 

build the allure makeover foundation itself and I am so grateful for 

them. This will help bring past clients more awareness of what we're 

actually doing as well; and b/c they've already been INTO fotonic 

beauty ‘ahead of the curve’ and have been seeing the results!  

 

A lot of clients will have men start going (good) crazy around them 

including sending them money, wanting to fly them places, re-

ignition OF chemistry in relationships, REDEMPTION of 

relationship, attracting soul level mates, etc. 

  

       With that said; 

  

It's best to consciously understand what the higher truth of Beauty is 

and WHERE it is SOURCED because it does literally have everything 

to do with professional image; every single photo, instagram, video of 

you in the past, present and ghost of Christmas future. Ready for it?! 

  

https://sexychi.com/testimonials/?phq
https://sexychi.com/testimonials/?phq


This is what Fotonic Quanta Theory and PhB is about.  

  

This understanding really only upgrades and strengthens the already 

leading and working platform of allure transformation in the world 

(Sexy Chi). 

  

Sexy Chi itself is a fusion of Eastern and Western values (including 

transformational energy medicine). 

  

What used to be transactional in your image can now become 

transformational with Fotonic Beauty and your own transmutation of 

beauty consciousness.  

  

Even my concept of 'beauty priestessing' could become a thing 

because PhB brings in that level of radiant influence. 

  

Although Sexy Chi has taken the pioneering 'market maven' role; 

there is so much demand out there for allure transformation and 

breakthrough evolution that it seems there will inevitability be great 

demand and room for other competent essence makeover specialists 

as well.  

  

After great investment, experience and time (including 21,000 hours 

of active time which could be cross-qualified as reading top 

https://sexychi.com/?phq


performance artists allure); I don't mind setting universal industry 

standards; esp. Because I wasn’t finding the answers elsewhere.  

  

I've also been establishing things in the West for the influx of Muse 

codes which is connected to all of this (Beauty, Grail work and 

consciousness ascension). You can read more on my FB wall or blog 

(and K-pop and ITS beauty has a lot to do with it all). 

  

Fotonic Beauty is a calling for reclamation of your own lost or 

fractured feminine essences...and boundless room to explore greater 

beauty and immortality. 

  

My intention for PhQ and the (smoking hot, φuture Muse Beauty 

Light Codes herewithin) is for it to BE the missing power piece that 

evolves the understanding and mastery of Beauty moving forward as 

a template for all essence and allure consulting. PhQ can be used to 

empower allure and essence awareness and mastery moving forward.  

  

Combined with some other universalized Essence tools (in my/Rion's 

arsenal like the 'Allure Ratio'); PhQ can also be used a scientific tool 

OF and for professional beauty that can explain and analyze any and 

all past visual media of humans (this actually is very simple and 

profound although quite advanced and powerful as you will explore 

more with fotonic Beauty itself). 

  

https://facebook.com/rion.kati
https://sexychi.com/beauty-blog/?phq


So, I've been on a path of seeking the deeper truth of charisma; but 

it's mostly all because I am in service to Muse Herself (this is really all 

of Her work and why it's so practically entwined with the literal 

Divine Feminine). 

  

No longer does Beauty have to professionally remain skin-deep 

because beauty IS more than skin-deep and you are more than 1 

dimensional. Image after all (the higher truth of it) is multi-

dimensional light. 

  

Note: All Muse Priestess source lineage graduates (trained by I/Rion) are able to 

do this type of image consulting and (φotonic) allure transformation itself. We 

can always just 'do the work' in actual sessions if you want to skip all of this; it's 

just that I'm meant to fully deliver 'Uniφied Theory', 'φq' and 'φB' properly in 

these formats. 

  

Now... 

  

Before we get into core 'φq Theory' itself, I want to do a basic 

introduction (or re-connect) with my Uniφied Theory itself. This 

provides us with a deeper foundation and sets us in the right ballpark 

in order to do some anticipatory, metaphorical homeruns for your 

beauty consciousness and quantum makeover possibilities. Please 

keep an open mind from here and revisit for contemplation as we get 

into the Theory itself. 

  



Uniφied Theory proposes that there are simply 2 pre-

dominant realities;  

  

1. The astro-bio physical reality  

  

    & 

  

2. The multi-dimensional spiritual sentient reality 

  

Here; I'll simply excerpt from Unified Theory 1.0 itself: 

  

Uniφied Theory Official Overview (v1.0): 

  

In attempting to answer or cover all possible unanswerable questions 

and phenomena known to scientific perspective in making sense of 

reality (and because it was sourced in my frustration at not being able 

to properly 'merge' Astro-Bio Reality or 'known Science' into a 

working model of the human aura)... 

  

'UT' centers around the simple and yet profound concept that there 

are 2 pre-dominant 'Meta' realities or templates that co-exist (and 

must exist) in tandem: 



  

1. The Astrological, Bio-Physical 'scientifically known' template of 

elemental, molecular, natural and biological life on earth within the 

construct of the physical universe (which includes particle physics 

and ie. solar sun centric-quanta) 

  

While the other reality is; 

  

2. That there is a Multi-Dimensional Intelligent Sentience of God-

Consciousness as a Singularity 'Spirit' Matrix through which all 

sentient, organic and living things are connected since the Dawn of 

the first sentient life on earth 

  

UT proposes that both are energetic, vibrational realities; yet are 

sourced differently in terms of 'energy' itself. 

  

UT believes that humans are actually higher dimensional souls 

embodied in a physical vessel; yet carry multi-dimensional layers of a 

light-bodied aura that (in templatization and thereby potentially) 

connects them to all dimensions (or 'higher frequencies of 

consciousness').  

  

UT believes that consciousness and (most all organic life effectively) 

exists as multi-dimensional sentience in spite of individualized bio-



physical mortality. UT views Omniscience as an aspect of the 

Singularity at the monadic or unified level. 

  

Ok, so that's a quick overview....UT itself (v1.0) is a 180 page stand-

alone book that you can read (available on fotonicbeauty.com )if you 

want for an even deeper exploratory foundation.  

  

UT also proposes 766+ psychic and spiritual phenomenon that are 

effectively unanswerable by A-B Reality scientists in support of the 

concept of 'Oneness' and its multi-dimensional sentience itself 

(including heaven, hell, the holy ghost, speaking in tongues, angels, 

voodoo, curses, psychic powers, astral travel, religions as different 

fractals, etc.). 

  

Although this extended side concept of multi-dimensional sentience 

or 'oneness' may not initially seem relevant to beauty; I assure you 

that it actually has EVERYTHING to do with it beyond the skin-deep 

and that which PhQ will deliver on shortly here. 

  

Because remember; we're going to a deeper foundational truth and 

understanding so that we can have true liberated boundlessness with 

beauty mastery itself.  

  

(And if we don't ever do such a pattern-interrupt task; then we're 

likely to be like; "Hey look there's another skin serum ad!...remaining 

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


caught in the constrictive consumer dynamic and its conditioning 

itself) 

  

Be mindful that UT does delve more into the spiritual, evolutionary 

and consciousness side of things, whereas PhQ and PhB are more 

Beauty and pro-image specific.  

  

So, Uniφied Theory basically says there are 2 pre-dominant models of 

reality; non-sentient and sentient (and that these are inter-twined 

and, in many ways infused with each other).  

  

Elemental, physical earth provides the supportive structure for 

incarnation. Biological creatures are sourced in both realities with 

mammals (a clear example) being a fusion of both realities. Humans 

are the best examples with full potential spectrum access to the 

quantum spirit-realm of multi-dimensional sentience itself. 

  

UT suggests that many humans are only used to valuing the physical 

dimension of reality with scientific reasoning and lack of higher 

dimensional experience.  

 

A question is; if you only believe that humans are physical beings, 

then how could we actually have any allure and radiate more than 2 

inches of bio-photons? This alone may cue you in to deeper research 

that UT provides. (You don’t even have to be religious btw). 



  

Still with me? Good, because I'm revealing it in a way that will 

actually support your breakthroughs to think a little bit instead of just 

going right to the direct reveal itself. I'm going to flank ambush your 

conditioned mind next, ok? ;) 

  

Key to UT (and PhQ coming right up) is the take-away that ENERGY 

ITSELF IS SOURCED DIFFERENTLY based on the 2 sources itself; 

the sun and the human aura. This cues us in also to why there have 

been so many unanswered questions and dead-ends thus far...we 

simply don't have the SAME energetic properties spiritually as the 

non-sentient world of energy. 

  

Now....I'm coming in from that flank so to warm us up for PhQ itself 

(which is like an engine for allure and charisma mastery)....ever 

heard of chi? 

  

Well... 

  

UT proposes that chi doesn't actually exist in the mechanical universe 

on its own without sentience and that it requires a connection point 

FROM sentience (ie. a tai chi practitioner) in order to feel and 

interact between the two realities interpretively.  

  



In other words; (as most physicists would agree) there is no earth or 

water elemental 'chi'; simply biological forces UNTIL sentience 

comes into the equation to interact with its spirit-transference 

qualities.  

  

Similarly; UT also proposes that crystals as minerals (with 

near/perfect molecular order) are 1Dimensional and their higher 

dimensional support properties only activate or are accessible around 

someone WITH higher dimensional sentience built-in (ie. a human). 

  

UT proposes that A-B Science cannot yet measure chi because it isn't 

found in 'base reality' without sentience itself and that they don't 

have the proper tools to measure it (ironically, I/Rion do have 

effective measurement tools). 

  

To boil it down and start focusing us towards a more relevant 

foundation towards Beauty with PhQ; 

  

UT proposes that physical universe 'energy' is the platform of 

quantum and physical mechanics of the non-sentient reality.  

  

It's the world of quarks, leptons, atoms, elements, molecules, matter, 

kinetic-mechanics (and studio lighting) itself. It's also a place-holder 

for all biological evolution in all species (although UT proposes that it 



is actively a fusion with the Divine Intelligent Singularity aka non-

religious 'God'). 

  

UT proposes that the astro bio-physical 'energetic' reality is also the 

evolutionary biological aspect of being human which allows us to 

incarnate into vessels to 'experience' and grow. 

  

UT proposes that we (as human) are both fully primal and yet also 

(fully) divine (akin to demigods).  

  

UT proposes that spirituality is awakening to that greater truth and 

connection to Spirit source from which we are all connected. 

  

UT proposes that we absolutely ARE more than merely biological 

creatures and; in a sense (akin to); demi-gods because of our mortal 

and immortal nature. This is what allows you to have more than 

physical-kinetic influence in magical ways. 

  

So, UT goes deeper if you want to immerse in it when you're ready; 

but for PhQ here and now however, let's proceed with The Theory of 

Photonic Quanta itself!  

  

Chi is a center-piece so keep you mind and eyes open for these codes. 



  

This is where we will speak more directly in the light language of 

Beauty itself (and as relevant to φotonic Beauty values).  

  

After all; UT stands on its own and delves really into the depths with 

consciousness and spirituality research. PhQ is more specific to what 

you're probably valuing here, k? 

  

You'll soon see how it all connects (and btw if you want to share any 

feedback or testimonial with me, let me know!) 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THEORY OF ΦOTONIC QUANTA 

SYNOPSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Short-Form (Lilu) Version of The Theory of Φotonic Quanta 

(v1.0) 

  

I'd say that I would liberally use this as the official Theory short-form 

definition; however, the word 'liberal' has been hijacked and 

corrupted...therefore, I'll just cross-purpose this as a warm-up 

definition.  

  

(Version 1.0 has to get out there so, I'll shoot first with a tracer round 

and calibrate later). 

  

 ΦQ Theory (defined) proposes that;  

  

"Φotonic Quanta is literally the vibrational and light 

frequency substance (aka 'essences') as human auric radiation 

with and through the multi-dimensional spirit-plasma 

platform of chi" 

  

More insights; 

  



Charisma and Allure are the actual channels of embodiment and 

expression of what?  

  

OF Φotonic Quanta - which are of the palpable spirit-matter chi 

essences and their different, signature and property encoded 

frequencies that all humans have full potential spectrum connection 

and access to and for embodiment and expression through the auric-

chakric light body. 

  

Another short-form way to say it is that; 

  

"φotonic Quanta are the light substance radiative plasmic-

sentient matter particles and ray-waves OF beauty essences" -
Rion Kati, 2023 

  

Fotonic Quanta (batched essences of signature essence 

particles/waves) is the substance of what allows you to literally 

organically radiate or shine 'like a star' or starlet with sentience-based 

frequencies that influence others.  

  

This isn't anything new btw; we're just becoming more aware of the 

truth of 'what is' (thus it stands for all of human history before 

us)...we're just finally now decoding it into our awareness with 

higher truth. 



  

The more fotonic quanta you have (of a singular or mix of liquid 

crystal chi essences sourced in quantum sentience), generally; the 

more beauty influence or embodied power you have both in presence 

and in visual media influence.  

  

Consumer citizens usually don't have as much of this chi-based 

power embodied or expressed (we'll go into this more in PhB). 

  

φq proposes that stars and starlets as well as enlightened gurus have 

more POWER and influence because of the radiation of their greater 

quantities and higher frequencies (in light-bodied embodiment and 

expression) of spirit-matter chi essences. 

  

Now after that warm-up; If I instead had to put φQ in one 'catch-all' 

big run-on sentence for version 1.0 (v1.0), this is it: 

  

Standard Theory of Φotonic Quanta (v1.0): 

  

"Beyond the 'visible' spectrum of φotonic Light capturing any 

physical beauty as we know it; humans (as both primal and divine) 

are also able to emit higher frequency beauty essences as an 

alchemical language of vibrational and φotonic Light-Truth matter 

which is transmitted in Presence from and through chakric-auric 



spirit-plasma (also known as 'chi') of the soul's light-body; that which 

is sourced in the Quantum Singularity of Multi-Dimensional 

Sentience. 

  

The (Beauty) Essences ARE fotonic quanta or light truth-vibration 

signatures sourced in consciousness of Spirit. 

  

φotonic Quanta is literally the vibrational and light emanation of 

powerful yet subtle and tangible frequencies (including elemental, 

archetypal and siddhic beauty essences) with and through the human 

aura as radiant emanation 'substance' of spirit-plasma chi.” 

  

Now...remember that flank mind-attack maneuver for your benefit? 

  

Energies are sourced in different realities; 'energy' as physics and 

quantum physics knows it sourced in the astro-bio physical reality 

and 'chi' which is sourced in multi-dimensional sentience 

(hadouken!) 

  

This is why science has had a hard time measuring 'chi' because they 

don't accept its premise (that which UT is the metaphorical naval 

legal counsel building the case for scientists who ‘can't handle the 

truth’). 

  



Now; 

  

You can share either quoted version (v1.0) as attributed to Rion's Theory of 

Φotonic Quanta (aka 'photonic quanta'). Future updates will be on 

Φotonicbeauty.com and surely, I will continue honing the definitions and 

translatability through time b/c the codes were coming in raw and hot on this. 

  

The rest of this power report/book will go into some further 

aspects of the Theory itself. 

  

'φotonic quanta' is a universalized term FOR the collective and although I am 

the 'discoverer' per se; thusly, I cannot copyright it on its own (however the 

Theory itself represented in this report is copyrighted so you cannot claim it as 

your own).  

  

If you are going to publicly refer to 'φotonic quanta' or the 'theory'; I'd ask to 

please be respectful of the source interpreter (Rion) and its meaning which is 

meant to be FOR the collective and as universalized and truthful as possible.  

  

Although I don't 'own' the concept per se; we want the definition and meaning 

(with the 'phi' spelling) to be preserved in integrity AS a universalized term and 

concept. You are welcome to take it to discuss in consciousness or spiritual 

circles online, etc. 

  

Let me talk a little bit more about chi before we go into the tenets, 

because my frustration was sourced in not being able to fit 'energy' 

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


and even quantum physics INTO a working model of the aura...even 

'Vibrational Medicine' helped but wasn't giving me the deeper 

answers. 

  

The foundation of PhQ Theory and φB centers on the platform and 

concept of 'chi' as real which goes back to known ancient wisdom 

and my 'Uniφied Theory' itself.  

  

Not only do I know it's real; I've been initiated or activated into a 

famous kung fu master's secret chi kung lineage as 4th generation 

discipline; and, I've been activated at the source of chi kung/qi gong 

itself in Wudang personally by a different Grandmaster (and then 

later trained/apprenticed with him privately in California). I'm also 

Usui Reiki Master (chi/qi/ki). 

  

φq (as with 'UT') obviously proposes the auric light body and chakras 

are real as per millennia of spiritual, practical wisdom (and things like 

energy medicine, vibrational medicine, energy therapy, etc.). 

  

Because UT and PhQ PRACTICALLY proposes and attests that 'chi' 

(aka 'qi', 'prana', 'ki', 'orgone') IS tangibly real; the concept of PhQ 

centers around that which you can actually FEEL, be influenced by 

and not merely imagine. This is important if you are thinking it’s too 

‘woo-woo’. 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Vibrational-Medicine-Handbook-Subtle-Energy-Therapies/dp/1879181584/


UT and PhQ propose that chi itself is empirically verifiable (outside 

of a scientific lens) whether or not you have experienced it directly or 

'consciously'. 

  

NOTE: When I use 'φQ', 'PhQ', 'φq', 'ΦQ' or 'Φq' from here forward, know that 

I'm obviously referring to my/the 'Theory of φotonic Quanta' itself. 

  

φq also proposes that these essences (to whatever degree OF 

embodiment and expression they have) are ALWAYS showing up (or 

able to show up) in human visual media (barring that many consumer 

citizens mostly have conditioning and aren't always able to access 

purer φotonic essences and their star-like radiation). All humans have 

the template for star and starlet radiation; just not all grow into it. 

  

I, Rion can literally measure and gauge chakric and auric chi (from 

any person living or in the past) for verifiable qualities and distance. 

It is a skill that can be learned; to read (psychic) truth and details 

with objective interpretation. 

  

With that said; in terms of being able to 'feel' or 'sense', granted the 

qualification is that which is there whether YOU or Western 

scientists can feel or measure it with THEIR tools this minute; 

because you or they may NOT literally be able to feel or measure it 

NOW and yet it's still there (just as the truth is that there IS higher 

dimensional vibrations captured and encoded in photographs beyond 



the visible spectrum with humans as ultimately image is multi-

dimensional waves, φotons or photons).  

  

Chi is already empirically known to millions of tai chi and qi gong 

practitioners worldwide as well as 'ki' to Reiki practitioners and 

acupuncturists for example.  

 

It's still relatively new or a 'side-study' to connect with performance 

artists like dancers however; yet, this is where Sexy Chi and fotonic 

beauty comes in to bridge it ALL together. Chi isn’t just for vitality 

and wellness. 

  

The standard (more accurately); is that the more sensitive and 

psychic-attuned version of yourself; the one that could be trained to 

perceive what already exists beyond the physical; THAT is the better 

reference point to tone in on, so please keep an open mind. 

  

Yes; I can train anyone to LITERALLY sense and feel chi energy as 

well as the literal measurable distances of it from anyone's aura or 

chakras. If you're energetically sensitive or have been going through 

spiritual awakening, it becomes easier to sense these things. 

  

The φotonic quanta radiation OF chi like from a starlet's aura is 

literally WHY you can FEEL someone stirring you up from the inside 

just from their presence; like gamma rays, it's simply higher 



frequency within the spectrum of spirit-sentience and more of it 

(stars can embody a LOT of chi or spirit-quanta; they may even 

specialize in more of it in a certain chakra). 

  

It may take new training or conditioning to be aware of truth that 

exists outside of the 3rd dimension and the physical body 

conditioning and values (of Beauty and assessment) but trust me; it's 

already there, you'd be learning to shift your focus to other things.  

  

That's where my celebrity energy readings on the blog can come 

in...to help you start sensing what already is in pro image that's been 

overlooked by Beauty 1.0 professionals. 

  

Ok; let's go into the 2nd 'official' part of my Theory of Fotonic 

Quanta itself with the Tenets. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ΦOTONIC QUANTA THEORY TENETS 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Firstly; a quick update on where we are. We have the Core Theory 

Synopsis itself as previously presented and next we have the Core 

Tenets.  

 

Other components in this report itself simply highlight some things 

around it). To warm up for the secondary core aspect of my ‘Theory 

of φotonic Quanta’ itself and as we go into the tenets, I'll start with 

this proclamation 'on the record'. 

  

The Theory of φotonic Quanta declares that; 

  

“Beauty itself is an alchemical language of light” 

 -Rion Kati 

  

And in that understanding of the higher Truth of Beauty; it could be 

said that the world has only been focused on a uni-dimensional and 

lower truth of Beauty; the value of form and skin-deep mastery. 

We’ve merely been focused on the physical and ‘visible’ range of it 

but there is so much more truth-information with Beauty itself esp. 

b/c we are more than uni-dimensional ourselves. 

  

Now...get ready to really get immersed into the φuture! 

  



I want to keep the Core of the Theory condensed and simple, so I'm 

not even going to add additional thoughts to ΦQ Theory itself for 

version 1.0 here. 

  

With that said; I intentionally wanted to just free-flow with the 

numerous tenets or aspects representing and stemming from the 

Theory itself because this is hardcore creative and the window is 

NOW to get these codes out to the collective.  

  

And I also wanted you to just be immersed in the worldview of 

Fotonic Quanta Theory itself. (This is a DIVE). 

  

Remember that The Theory of φotonic Quanta is meant to stand on 

its own as its own release and highlighting the aspects that it does; 

we're not going into the entirety of the bigger picture expansion here, 

however - you can contemplate and marinate with it all.  

  

Much of this report and its overall intention is to bridge us into 

φotonic Beauty itself. This is what is encoded for the evolution of 

beauty and social influencers who want far more INFLUENCE in 

their media. 

  

The secure platform PhQ sets up brings us into professional essence 

consulting and transformation; a realm where Inner Beauty isn't just 

this dis-connective generic wellness hiatus; but where fotonic beauty 



IS the platform of true essence transformation and the final 

performance and production inclusive frontier of image and beauty 

mastery.  

  

With that said, however; I may curate things in a future version, 

polish it, etc. (esp. if it would be officially 'published' as a book later).  

  

As we delve into the core PhQ tenets; you might have some questions 

about all of this, so feel free to jot them down or journal. 

  

Note; for V1.0 some of the tenets might seem similarly redundant, yet I'm 

giving myself liberty to just blitz it out core creatively. Also - with some of the 

tenets; many of the beliefs may come from 'Uniφied Theory', however will be 

replicated here for relevance. 

  

These will help you to get a more extended and clearer picture (and may be 

updated in the future). 

  

Without further ado; 

 

 

 

 



Core Tenet Beliefs of PhQ: 

  

*Φq (in accordance with Uniφied Theory) believes that 'energy' as 

Science knows it is the format of the astro-bio physical reality and 

that chi is the platform of energy sourced in the Singularity of Multi-

Dimensional Sentience (reality). 

  

*φq believes that spirit-matter chi is literally tangible and anyone can 

learn to not only be affected by it, but feel it, sense it and even learn 

to see and read the invisible frequencies because is is mixing with the 

visible body (which is also bio-energy and chi) 

  

*φq in accordance with Uniφied Theory believes that energy is 

SOURCED in 2 primordial realities; the astro-bio physical and the 

sentient reality of spirit 

  

*φq believes that humans, animals and all life live as a fusion of both 

realities and can emit bio-photonic light as per science and yet also 

(meta-physical) tangible spirit-spectrum radiation as well 

  

*φq believes that invisible frequencies exist as radiation in both the 

EMF spectrum (non-sentient) and the chi spectrum (sentient) of 

energy yet we can learn to see and decode the 'signatures' of these chi 

essences 



  

*Φq differentiates light from that which it is primarily sourced; the 

astro-bio physical reality as photonic (including human-made light 

sources) and light from sentience itself as φotonic 

  

*φq believes the human aura exists and is spirit-plasmic chi because it 

is a soul inhabiting a biological body-vessel 

  

*φq believes the soul+human aura emanates spirit-matter sourced 

light particles of different frequencies (similar to EMF parallel 

spectrum and how space plasma conducts the transmittive range of 

photonic solar quanta); however calls them φotons to differentiate 

their source 

  

*φq believes that all essences must have signature qualities, properties 

and multi-band frequencies that can and will eventually be decoded 

and catalogued for professional image consulting (I've already made 

great strides in this area yet there is still more to catalogue and master 

for assessment) 

  

*φq believes beyond chi kung and tai chi's value of elemental chi; that 

there are FAR more qualities of chi known as subtle but true 

ESSENCES 

  



*Φq believes the essences include vibrational and light chi radiation 

of elemental, soul signature, gift, siddhic and archetypal encoded 

qualities that are sentience-truth within the Singularity 

  

*φq believes that many of the chi essences are universal or 

universalized and thus accessible because of quantum connection to 

the template of the soul+body format 

  

*φq believes there are 124+ gift and siddhic essences as light and vibe 

truth signatures (referenced from the I Ching and Gene Keys 

wisdoms) 

  

*φq believes that φotons have encoded properties and values related 

to consciousness itself which varies greatly from the more limited 

properties ie. of solar photonic light particles 

  

*ΦQ believes that Western science hasn't been able to measure or 

qualify chi because it is simply sourced in the multi-dimensional 

sentient reality of spirit; yet obviously would emanate vibrationally at 

different frequencies as testament to that truth or quality of sentience 

  

*φq states that essences are signature vibe and light truth multi-band 

(multi-band as capable of existing in different dimensions 

simultaneously) chi frequencies and there are easily over 200 of them 



specifically for the world of professional essence consulting, 

assessment, transformation and mastery 

  

*φq believes that essences are encoded, signature frequencies within 

the quantum spirit-matter spectrum of multi-dimensional sentience 

and would emanate as chi radiation in the auric platform of chi 

(through the soul+human light-body) 

  

*φq believes the human soul spark-fractal of divinity itself must likely 

be a spirit-sentient form of chi (meta-physical yet tangible spirit-

matter) thus enabling the multi-dimensional connected auric light 

body to expand 

  

*φq (along with 'UT') believes the terrestrial earth has an aura and it 

is called the atmosphere; further supporting the cause of the physical 

body also having higher dimensional layers off of it 

  

*ΦQ believes the aura has different layers generally corresponding to 

dimensions (or frequency levels) of sentience; etheric, astral, mental, 

causal, buddhic, atmic and monadic 

  

*Φq believes that chi is more than just the spiritual life force in all 

living things, but that it is also a plasmic platform for radiation of 

different frequencies or essences of sentience as their vibrational and 

light truth 



  

*φq believes that humans are the only incarnates that have full 

potential spectrum access to the quantum reality of sentience itself 

(and its corresponding light-truth emanation) and that mammals are 

more limited in their capabilities 

  

*φq believes that humans with more powerful presence and visual 

influence (subtract any fame conditioning response), simply have 

more φotonic quanta embodied and high frequency essences of it 

emanating from their plasmic aura 

  

*φq believes that many humans have sacrificed their personalized self 

to be in greater service to millions of people and that opens them up 

to receive more of the archetypal and sentient-quanta codes for 

embodiment to have greater influence from their presence 

  

*Φq believes that because spirit matter (chi) is sourced in multi-

dimensional sentience (and although the physical body is elemental); 

our auric radiation is not a direct equation of energy as in the non-

sentient physical universe and would carry its own properties 

encoded with consciousness 

  

*Φq believes that like space plasma, chi is plasmic meta-physical 

'spirit' format of tangible matter that allows it (like space plasma) to 



literally conduct and transmit different frequencies (in this case of 

codes, truth, essences and radiation of their literal light Φotons) 

  

*PhQ believes chi is plasmic for several reasons including that it's not 

gas, nor physical matter and 99%+ of the known universe is plasmic 

  

*φq believes that chi is plasmic sentient 'life force' denoting 

PRESENCE of the Spirit of Life Singularity or God/Goddess itself and 

all frequencies possible therewithin 

  

*φq believes that vibe and light truth signatures are encoded in image 

and must always be there in visual media of humans even if they exist 

outside of the physical-visible spectrum (yet we can learn to see and 

decode their signature-truths) 

  

*φq believes that essences are the real divine beauty and power 

behind with and through it all; that then can inform other aspects 

like self-image, self-esteem, body language, confidence, etc. (ref; the 

archetypes) 

  

*φq believes archetypal beauty is comprised of archetype essenced 

quanta and can be embodied by potentially any human to any 

amount following the e3 principle 

  



*φq believes that most people have a limited, personalized egoic self-

identity (and chakric-auric conditioning) that prevents them from 

(greater permission and) literally embodying more essenced beauty or 

power quanta and thereby have less influence on people from their 

image 

  

*Φq believes that image itself is multi-dimensional light and 

vibrational information which may very well (and does) exist outside 

of the visible or physical photonic spectrum (just as gamma waves are 

invisible to the naked eye) 

  

*PhQ believes that A-B Reality Light as EMF photonic radiation is 

primarily and primordially sourced from our solar system's sun while 

respecting that human auric chi radiation is an entirely different 

source of φotonic emanation 

  

*ΦQ believes generally along (with Western and known science) that 

photonic Light is vibrational radiation in the visible spectrum range 

of EMF + its higher frequencies of invisible radiation (in otw; φq 

wouldn't technically call 'radio waves' light) 

  

*φq believes that φotonic chi essence radiation from the human 

chakric-aura system has consciousness-property influence on others 

especially through the law of resonance (to have fotonic, 



transmutational power and influence on people's psyche, dna and 

energy bodies) 

  

*φq believes in the law of resonance for alchemical attunement 

(through light and vibrational influence) 

  

*φq believes in the truth of transformational beauty because of 

fotonic radiation and the alchemy of it on other sentient fractals 

  

*φq  believes that the archetypes as God/Goddess-fractal aspects 

encoded in the quantum multi-dimensional sentience; would 

obviously have their own signature vibe and light-radiation qualities 

 

*ΦQ Theory believes that the higher Truth of Beauty itself as an 

alchemical, φotonic spectrum of Light radiation with and through the 

human aura (and that we have been merely focused on the lower 

truth and visible spectrum of photonic reflections of the physical, 

biological body of form) 

  

*φq believes that Light itself is sourced primordially in either reality 

(EMF radiation in A-B Reality or chi-sentient reality radiation) and 

that these are photonic and φotonic 

  



*φq along with UT believes that both realities co-exist in fusion 

including in photography and videography; yet we should learn to 

differentiate and value their different properties and signatures 

  

*φq believes that humans radiate chi (spirit-plasma) and chi essences 

from their soul based light body (aka 'chakric-auric' aura) 

  

*φq believes that Beauty 1.0 is limited and constricted 

  

*Φq believes that humans have full spectrum potential access to the 

entirety of chi radiation because of their quantum connection to God 

(aka the 'multi-dimensional Singularity of Sentience') and as God-

spark fractals 

  

*φq with Uniφied Theory believes that if humans were only 

biological like most scientists propose, we would only have 2 inches 

of weak bio-photons as far as light radiation (and thereby people 

wouldn't be able to literally FEEL our presence further than 2 inches 

away); thereby proving the concept of the aura and human-light 

radiation and influence itself 

  

*φq believes that soul+humans like the sun can have photo-chemical 

(or 'φotonic') influence especially on other sentient beings (and that 

it doesn't have to be the same kind of photonic or photo-chemical 

influence like photo-synthesis) 



  

*φq believes in something deeper than reading body language and 

that chi energy qualities (essence/quanta) can ALWAYS be read or 

decoded in ANY person at any time in history b/c of holographic 

encoding as well as visual recording 

  

*φq believes in energy medicine, vibrational medicine and energy 

healing (really; all sourced in chi that then affects the physical body) 

as per many ancient wisdom traditions 

  

*φq attests that a persons light truth and vibe truth can always be 

read from 'that moment' in image and that consumers are becoming 

more conscious of the higher dimensional information which is 

always encoded in image and presence 

  

*φq believes that tomorrow's consumers are becoming more 

accurately psychic and intuitive to be able to read anyone's light and 

vibe truth or true power and beauty (aka divine qualities and status) 

also known as 'essences' 

  

*φq believes that beauty is literally divine and encoded in the 

soul+body template to radiate sentience qualities of vibrational and 

light-truth (of Spirit and archetypal godliness, etc.); and that these 

frequencies may GREATLY vary 

  



*φQ proposes that similar to photonic uses of light in laser surgery 

and medical technology; φotonic radiation also has the applied power 

of Light to influence the chi-sentient consciousness and plasmic light-

body of other people (see φotonic beauty) 

  

*PhQ proposes that God the Observer is with and through all of us 

and all living animals because of our quantum connection to the 

Spirit source of life itself and that we are able to witness God and 

Goddess fractal beauty within each other 

  

*φq believes that higher dimensional beauty (as plasmic matter light 

and vibe-truth radiation) is always communicating 

  

*φq believes that higher dimensional beauty essences are what to 

focus on for 'inner beauty' as to what matters 'on-camera' 

  

*φq believes that beauty; higher dimensional light-essenced beauty of 

all essences; is entwined with consciousness itself (aka 'beauty 

consciousness') and that beauty can be its own literal path of spiritual 

awakening 

  

*φQ believes that beauty is a testament of your actual authentic 

consciousness and thereby is difficult to truly fake radiative beauty 

itself 



  

Further Additional Tenet Beliefs of Φq (Tenets Continued): 

  

*φq believes that humans are actually souls in a human vessel; 

thereby both primal and divine, mortal and (generally) immortal 

  

*φq testifies that because you can be affected across the room by 

FEELING someone's literal presence energetically as proof of our 

radiative nature and testament to the proof of concept of chi 

vibrational and light radiation itself 

  

*φq generally believes the astral layer is the more vibrational 'kinetic' 

layer of someone's influence from their auric-body 

  

*φq that many archetypes are multi-band in the sense they can exist 

simultaneously in someone's aura in multiple dimensions ie; causal, 

mental and astral 

  

*φq believes that because both realities co-exist; photons and φotons 

co-exist for example in photographs in visual medium of humans 

  

*φq believes that φotons are absolutely captured in visual media of 

human's light bodies and that φotonic information is multi-



dimensionally captured in its holographic encoding (and stored in the 

quantum collective Akashic Records) 

  

*φq says that humans have φotonic nature of frequency and essence 

radiation of expression to draw from any and all potential archetypal 

and enlightened siddhic aspects of consciousness and their 

corresponding vibrational and light truth radiation (just that most 

consumer citizens don't ever or effectively give themselves 

permission to nor know how to access it) 

  

      A refresher: 

  

*ΦQ believes that 'energy' (ie. in quantum physics, atomic, molecular, 

kinetic-physical, hydro-thermal energy, photonic, etc.) is the energy-

truth format of the astro-bio physical or mechanical, non-sentient 

reality and that chi (including its φotonic radiation) is the energy-

truth spirit-plasma format of the Singularity of Multi-Dimensional 

Sentience 

  

*φq believes there are similarities between both realities; just that the 

sentient source also has vibrational and light emanation but with 

more encoded qualities related to sentience itself 

  

*φq believes that divine intelligent chi (as spirit-sentient energy) 

holds many other quantum properties and possibilities than simply 



the same energetic properties known to molecular and atomic 

scientists 

  

*φq proposes that Beauty 1.0 professionals have been focusing on the 

lower truth of Beauty and that skin-deep mastery should actually be 

secondary to soul-truth light communication and mastery 

  

*φq believes there are over 100+ named spirit-plasma signature 

frequency multi-band essences that include elemental, siddhic, 

unique soul signature and archetypal essences (and that these are 

potentially accessible to all for beauty, allure and charisma 

transformation) 

  

*φq accepts that there are other (distractive) qualities of consciousness 

in soul+humans as well as the sophisticated interactions with 

biological evolution such as mental intelligence, primal instincts, 

social adaptation, etc. yet φq and φB focuses especially on the 

radiative sentient, divine-nature of full-light spectrum radiance as 

image or Beauty itself from the aura rather than personality, 

character, verbal communication or talent itself when it comes to 

φotonic Beauty 

  

*φq in Sacred or Divine Union and Grail Codes and that such 

reunified quanta including siddhic Communion and Grail Lover or 

God the Lover consciousness as pre-encoded can be embodied and 



integrated into different layers of someone's auric consciousness and 

as a testament; their radiation itself 

  

*PhQ believes you can generally gauge how reunified someone is and 

how beauty conscious they are in divinity by accurately reading the 

truth-testament signs of their essenced energy field itself and it will 

tell you most of the information (and that it speaks louder than 

words) 

  

*φq believes that higher frequencies are always coming across and 

encoded in all visual media of humans beyond merely their 3rd 

dimensional (physical) photonic light reflection or representation 

(these signatures or essences can be learned to be verifiably read and 

consulted upon) 

  

Again; 

  

*φq believes that there are very specific beauty essences as 

frequencies of spirit quanta chi that exist to be radiated because of the 

quantum and historical nature of all-sentience; these include 

archetypal and siddhic frequencies of sentience emanating as φotonic 

light-truth 

  

*φq and φB focuses on the radiative qualities of vibe and light-truth 

chi emanation in people because image itself whether film, 



photography or video is always capturing higher dimensional data 

about someone and their truth 

  

*φq believes that φotonic vibrational and light radiation in someone's 

image has special relevance and information to communicate and 

influencer other soul+humans (far beyond just physical body 

language communication) 

  

*φq believes that body language when filtered through 3rd 

dimensional beauty can give some general accurate signs yet is a 

limited paradigm of information itself and that φotonic information 

tells us far more about someone; their soul truth, status, self-

acceptance, power, true beauty, etc. 

  

*Φq states that archetypes are God-fractal aspects that carry very 

powerful and influential spirit-quanta (aka 'chi') that potentially any 

person can access to embody and express through their own soul 

signature and auric design 

  

*φq believes that consciousness itself would have vibrational and light 

emanation qualities as testament with and through the human aura 

(as 'essences'); these aren't merely thought constructs but instead of 

literal plasmic radiation qualities that communicate spiritually, 

psychically and non-consciously to others their truth 

  



*φq believes that more consumers, fans, prospects and clients in the 

world are awakening to the truth of someone intuitively beyond just 

how they look superficially and they will be more psychic and 

accurate in making informed decisions if someone is who they say 

they are or just a poser looking like it 

  

*φq believes that beauty essences as vibrational light-truth are 

testament to its congruent, specific divine quality and that lower 

truths like conditioning, ego, personality, egoic identity and 

personalization can distort and filter these purer essences from 

emanating 

  

*φq believes that deconditioning of the chakric psyche is essential to 

embody more soul quanta (and thusly its φotonic emanation) as well 

as other beauty essences of signature spirit-matter quanta radiation in 

live presence and recorded in visual media 

  

*φq believes that essence consulting and transformation work is 

incredibly practical, verifiable and already proven and operational 

  

*φq believes that photography captures photons and could also be 

called φotography as it always captures and records encoded φotonic 

data; however it requires someone who can read or decode φotonic 

quanta data accurately rather than merely focusing on photonic 



information of light in the visible range of the physical dimension 

(body) 

  

*φq that humans are always communicating higher dimensional auric 

vibrational and light information from their image and presence (and 

that this constructs a true power and beauty dynamic and interface) 

  

*φq believes that chi answers the unanswerable questions that 

Western scientists are unable to answer because there IS a sentient 

singularity of divine intelligence and that it simply isn't sourced in 

the biological universe alone 

  

*φq believes that we have to respect the source of chi as the multi-

dimensional sentienct singularity and its quantum divine nature 

(which allows one to access immortal and enlightened beauty light 

radiation); and that we accept it would have other properties 

  

*φq believes that humans can have epigenetic influence on other 

soul+humans because of their radiation alone and that 

transmutational or alchemical shifts of consciousness, being and 

presence are possible (true power and beauty) because of the 

embodiment of more and higher frequency φotonic quanta as 

φotonic beauty or charisma itself 

  



*Φq believes that image itself as φotographic can have φotonic multi-

dimensional activating and alchemical influence on someone longer 

after the image itself was taken because it is encoded with 

holographic true power and beauty itself as high frequency φotonic 

essenced quanta 

  

*φq believes that chi and the φotonic frequencies (higher, essenced 

and more powerful) that can be transmitted within it; especially 

affects and can affect other humans because of their auric and divine 

sentient qualities as well; in other words epigenetic, soul to soul, 

spirit to spirit communication from chi radiation alone (a la φotonic 

beauty) 

  

*Φq believes that there are many different forms of energy known to 

science and yet that chi is sourced differently (practically with and 

through humans and mammals to be direct) while co-existing with 

bio-physical reality; it's the beyond bio-physical qualities that we 

must accept and get into for spiritual work and essence mastery 

(Uniφied Theory builds the case) 

  

*φq believes that because chi is the platform of God-sentient energy 

(which includes qualities of unconditional love, veneration, 

enlightenment); it is the literal spectrum of Light beauty or φotonic 

beauty itself that opens access to all the beauty essences and their 

alchemical qualities; none of which you would find 'in terrestrial 

nature' 



  

*φq believes the vibrational radiative essences are unique to sentience 

and are qualities OF consciousness that only humans are able to fully 

express as incarnate (and some mammals to a lesser extent or limited 

range including emotional intelligence) 

  

*φq and φotonic beauty differentiates between raw, radiative 

vibrations (as higher truth beauty) from a person's aura and other 

lower truth beauty factors like skin-care, make-up, hair-care or 

personality characteristics, talent, etc.  

  

*φq also believes (because of Uniφied Theory) that any and all 

vibrations of consciousness would have an equivalent radiation-truth 

of vibe (astral-kinetic) or light beyond astral in frequency because of 

the light-body itself (and that this truth-emanation must always 

generally be present via essence, embodiment and expression in 

someone's image); this can include heaven and hell consciousness of 

infinite variety as it all exists within the spectrum of sentience 

  

*φq believes that more consumers are awakening and becoming more 

psychically aware to read the truth of someone's overall energetic 

visual communication and that this is a critical factor in visual 

influence in humanity moving forward 

  



*φq believes that AI is a massive distraction compared to the raw, 

organic, super-sentience of essence work and that AI can potentially 

corrupt and distort all kinds of things in many industries despite its 

apparent advantages; AI can disconnect humans even more from 

spirit and φotonic beauty 

  

*φq believes as there are different kinds of energies + frequencies in 

the EMF spectrum and forms of energies in the bio-physical reality; 

that there are also different frequencies and kinds of encoded 

energies (or 'essences') within the spirit-sentient source of radiation 

(chi) with their own sentient-properties that don't have a parallel in 

the world of physics and particle physics 

  

*Φq agrees with popular science understanding of energy when it 

comes to the astro-bio physical universe, yet with 'UT' believes that 

humans are soul+humans (both higher dimensional sentient and 

physical) and that, because of their multi-dimensional sentience - 

they are sourced in an entirely different frequency spectrum of light 

that isn't sourced the same as energy in the mechanical universe 

  

*φq believes that because humans are also physical, physical and auric 

bodied (soul+)humans emit both A-B Reality photons as bio-photons 

and would also emit light and vibrational radiation that is sourced in 

spirit-sentience itself (as φotonic emission) 

  



*φq believes in archetypal power, codes, access, embodiment and 

archetypal beauty - practically and that anyone could potentially 

have any amount of archetypal beauty or power because of the 

quantum divine nature and connection of sentience itself 

  

*φq Theory proposes that higher frequencies essences have greater 

ascensionary transmutational power and influence via the law of 

resonance whereas lower frequency essences may have relatively 

greater amplitude and great influence but less awakening power (ie. a 

tyrant gang member with strong vibe conforming people to his 

control-vibe state vs. a liberatory and humbling Kingly buddhic 

radiation) 

  

*φq proposes that signature light essences can absolutely be assessed 

and 'read' accurately for essence image consulting and 

transformation, although it requires a shift in awareness away from 

the focus on skin-deep form mastery 

  

*PhQ believes that chi (aka 'prana', 'orgone' or 'ki') is the tangible 

'spirit matter' that is the platform for all possible frequencies of 

sentience or consciousness and their emanation (similar to space 

plasma's conductivity) 

  

*Φq believes (along with UT) that popular science and physics has full 

credence with their understanding of mechanical energy; yet, is 



limited because of their lack of acceptance or awareness of the 

spiritual reality and its spectrum of vibrational and light radiation 

  

*Φq and Uniφied Theory fully agrees with scientists that there are 

invisible frequencies; waves, vibrations and higher frequency 'light' 

in the EMF spectrum of A-B Physical reality which do exist even 

though they are outside of the range of visible light 

  

*PhQ and UT believe with scientists that our solar system's sun is the 

center of most photonic quanta in the astro-bio physical reality 

  

*ΦQ believes that soul+humans are like their own individual suns as a 

different source of plasmic radiation; that of φotonic sentience and 

that we must focus on these properties, values and where light is 

coming from rather than applying the same EMF spectrum model 

  

*φq along with UT believes that chi is the tangible Presence of Spirit 

life force with and through all forms of sentience (to differing 

degrees) 

  

*φq believes that beauty is entwined with spirituality and 

consciousness itself 

  



*φq believes that rock stars and enlightened spiritual gurus are prime 

examples of φotonic radiation as both would have lots of chi running 

through their system 

  

*φq believes that the astro-bio physical reality rightfully places our 

solar system's sun as the center of φotonic quanta 

  

*φq believes that different layers of the aura can be decoded and read 

and that this information is always available to the awakening 

psychic public (thereby professional image and visual communication 

is more important than just superficial physic-aesthetics to someone’s 

legacy) 

 

*φq believes that the platform or format of 'chi' (as both life force 

AND the spectrum carrier of Beauty frequencies) is spirit-plasma  

  

*PhQ believes chi is tangible proof of the Presence and connection to 

the Source Singularity Observer or Witnesser itself (at the Monadic 

level) 

  

*φq along with Uniφied Theory believes that chi doesn't exist in the 

mechanical (A-B) universe on its own without sentience itself 

  



*φq believes that sentience can affect bio-physical reality (monastery 

zen gardens thriving, Dr. Emoto's water crystallization thought 

experiments, vibrational medicine for animals, etc.) 

  

*φq believes that all photographs, video and film of humans carries 

far more information than that of merely the physical photonic 

reflection of our visible spectrum and conditioning 

  

*PhQ believes that pixels are lower truth interpretations (of 

transverted photonic and fotonic light) and that all visual media of 

humans has multi-dimensional information and holographic 

encoding (including in the Akashic Records); thereby one can still 

connect to the actual fotonic power encoded with the pixels b/c of 

the holographic nature of sentience and the true power of Light 

  

*φq Theory believes that humans and media consumers are 

awakening more to conscious awareness of the vibe and light-truth 

qualities in media of their icons and influencers 

  

*φt believes that your image will be 'stored in cloud' and potentially 

able to influence future generations transformutationally (if you have 

reached φotonic levels of light radiative, chakric-auric bending 

influence) 

  



*φq believes that those with more raw influence (subtract any fame 

or emotional conditioning ie. to their music and just from raw 

presence); simply have more φotonic chi quanta embodied and 

expressed to have radiative epigenetic influence on the auric-chakric 

psyche of others 

  

*φq believes that images of humans can be especially powerful even 

healing and transmutational because they is encoded holographic, 

multi-dimensional information (quanta) literally as power (masculine 

chi) and beauty (feminine quanta) itself 

  

*φq believes that there are different signature frequencies of 

vibrational and light as essences and that there must be 

  

*φq beliebs that much of this higher dimensional information can be 

decoded and practically assessed for pro image consulting 

  

*ΦQ believes that image itself is multi-dimensional light beyond the 

physical and that all of it is captured within image, film and video; 

people are only used to focusing on the physical photonic 

  

*φq believes that more people can learn to read, see, verify and know 

the archetype essences in their favorite celebrities 

  



   Again; 

 *φq believes that chi is the spirit-plasma platform (localized in a 

human's multi-layered aura) that is able to transmit any and all 

frequencies of sentience as vibration and light-truth 

  

*ΦQ believes that light itself is akin to the EMF spectrum itself in 

which most vibration and light frequency is literally invisible to our 

eyes and yet the photonic frequencies still exist (a ala gamma 

radiation). 

  

*φq believes there are true codified essences that exist immortally in 

the collective and quantum uniφied field including prime archetypes 

and that these exist as codified multi-band quanta or chi essence (in 

other words, someone could embody the literal same quanta or 

essenced spirit-truth matter as Alexander The Great or Joan of Arc) 

  

*φq believes that humans must transmit and radiate (because it is a 

vibrational universe and sentience); that soul+humans (beyond the 

bio-photonic physical body) emit actual photons or light particles; yet 

they are sourced differently from sentience with more encoded 

properties and thereby should be called something different ie. 

φotons 

  

*PhQ Theory states that ENERGY ITSELF is sourced DIFFERENTLY 

and that it's critical to differentiate and respect the difference from 



the astro-bio physical universe/reality; sentient energy = chi (vs. 

physics and particle physics energy although there is at least 

crossover with photons/φotons) 

  

*φq (along with UT) proposes that humans have full potential access 

to the realm of spirit whereas other forms of sentience like the plant 

kingdom (although intelligent) have a more limited range of radiation 

and dynamism 

  

*PhQ proposes that chi is the equivalent parallel to the physical 

universe (A-B reality) use of energy from soul+human light radiation 

and that it should be sourced as φotonic and not the same as solar 

photonic light 

  

*φq proposes that φotonic quanta (chi) would have a different effect 

than ie. solar quanta that can create aurora borealis and 

photosynthesis with plants and that our soul+human light radiation is 

most relevant to influence each other as God-Goddess fractals 

  

*φq Theory redundantly proposes that chi is the spirit-plasma or 

tangible 'presence' of the multi-dimensional sentience itself 

  

*φq redundantly also proposes that similar to the Astro-biological 

physical reality of energy, there are frequencies that exist outside of 

the normal visible EMF spectrum itself in the spirit-spectrum 



  

*PhQ suggests that Beauty has been anthropomorphically 

(throughout most ALL cultures) limited to skin-deep physical form 

aesthetics and superficial mastery throughout history; and that this is 

largely because of the sourced valuation of the Astro-Bio Physical 

reality of form and (physical) 'energy' 

  

*φq believes that Beauty and the Beauty industry itself should and 

will expand into reunification with true Beauty; Spirit-Light itself 

and its communion with consciousness-truth itself 

  

*φq believes that humans can radiate because of plasmic radiant 

spirit-matter of sentience itself (φotonic quanta) 

  

*Φq believes that more beauty influencers will be valuing themselves 

as stars and wanting more of that authentic level of influence based in 

true allure and charisma radiation (of fotonic quanta and spectra of 

the essences) 

 

*ΦQ states (in line with UT) that we as human are both primal and 

divine. This allows us sets to have both physical beauty mastery AND 

practically divine beauty as essence mastery. 

  



*ΦQ believes in the obviousness and practicality of the human aura 

and its layers (the latter of which 'exactly' are debatable yet still 

generally true as higher frequency towards the Monadic) 

  

*ΦQTheory believes the auric layers are associated with different 

domains, realms or spectrums of higher frequency sentience and 

essences therein to be potentially accessed as part of one's 

consciousness and light-testament radiation 

  

*φq attests that 'inner beauty' from a professional image lens includes 

literal light emanation essences and their qualities that would be 

encoded in all digital media and that this truth is always being 

communicated (and is quite dynamic or variable in many people) 

  

*φq believes that (beyond skin-deep form mastery); beauty and 

beauty consciousness are one and the same; radiation of essenced 

spirit-matter quanta as testament of one’s true state and being of 

consciousness itself within the multi-dimensional sentience 

  

*φq generally believes that higher frequencies are more powerful and 

beautiful and yet there are many different, infinite ways to express 

beauty and dark qualities within the unity of sentience and light-

emanation testament itself 

  



*φq along with Uniφied Theory believes humans are the only 

incarnates that have full potential access to the spectrum of 

consciousness and its vibrational and light qualities (even as 

compared to other mammals)q 

  

*ΦQ believes that higher frequencies have more general power to 

transform and awaken others alchemically (even with less amplitude) 

because of the power of the radiation itself 

  

*φq believes that K-Pop in many ways is and has been the future of 

many things because of the purity of their quanta and the central 

value of φotonic essence radiation (φotonic beauty) 

 

*Φq and Rion Kati believes that Muse is the greater truth secret 

behind and with the massive expanding success of K-pop including 

into the Western world 

  

*φq believes that because humans are primarily light-bodied souls of 

obvious and inherent connection ot the multi-dimensional Spirit, we 

are potentially to able to take on all the vibrational and light qualities 

OF Spirit 

  

*ΦQ believes the astral layer is associated with the astral dimension or 

frequency range and that it is the vibrational 'kinetic' layer of 

radiation 



  

*φq believes that cultivating more φotonic chi in embodiment = more 

power or more true beauty and more thereby more influence from 

literally doing nothing 

  

*φq generally believes that although there are different, distracting 

forms of power (social, financial, etc.); embodied power itself is 

generally masculine chi quanta and beauty itself is the meta-prime 

value of feminine essenced chi quanta 

  

*PhQ says that the (beauty) essences (such as archetypes) don't 

actually exist independently in the physical reality universe itself; 

they emanate from the Singularity of Spirit-Sentience that fits within 

the construct of the bio-physical universe and earth (also meaning 

that the essences exist within different angels or entities in mixed or 

higher frequencies of sentience itself) 

  

PHWEW! 

  

So that completes the 'Official Theory' itself of φotonic Quanta (v1.0). 

  

This was meant to be an indefinitive and expandable blitz-flow the 

way it was, so please forgive me if there seemed to be a lot of 

redundancy...I just had to flow with things creatively.  



  

It was just the format for me to get this out so thanks for that leeway 

(and maybe it helped you to osmotically soak it in more). 

  

It may be a lot to comprehend but this represents the 2 Core 

components of the theory:  

  

1. The Definition/Theory Synopsis of Fotonic Quanta itself and  

 

2. The Core Tenets of φotonic Quanta. 

  

Again; I will cut, expand, curate and edit these in φuture updates for 

perhaps more concise clarity or new additions just because this is 

meant to get out to the collective asap (also there are huge solar 

φotonic plasma flares from the sun occurring at this written 

moment). 

  

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

POWER OF 1 FOTON SUB-THEORY 
  

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Years ago during my session time of Muse meditation with K-Pop 

videos (when I was still doing all night 'til the break of dawn sessions 

a few times a week) in Houston cerca 2009; I came up with (but more 

accurately received) the concept of the 'single pixel' representation.  

  

Like; how much of everything around a single pixel in someone you 

could take away and it would still be its own truth?  

  

(And this is really a foundational aspect of the concept of φotonic 

beauty and you potentially have STAR-LIKE influence and response 

on people from your image b/c we're now talking about TRUE 

POWER and beauty influence; the power behind and with it). 

  

I remember even teaching it to men at one of our live retreats at my 

place where (during group session time) I also explained the concept 

as I was gesturing excitingly at the my 5' tv screen. Well, I 

understand that concept much better now in 2023! 

  

So, the concept is represented in a video freeze frame (or still image) 

of a muse (or pick another clearly embodied person who has a 

primary archetype) who embodies great Muse archetypal φotonic 

quanta...like simply a very clear representation for example of Jihyo 

from TWICE here: 



  

  

 
(Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; used under fair use copyright guidelines) 

(Remember that archetypal essences are UNIVERSAL and can exist with and 

through any and all cultures or ethnicities which are ‘lower truths’; hence, 

we’re not even caring about lower truth like an ‘asian eye’) 

 

But really, the higher truth impersonally from our lens is basically 

that it's Muse Herself. We could focus on that it's still her (Jihyo's) 

soul, but with fotonic beauty a lot of things are universalized, so let's 



go with calling it an authentic Muse pixel (also because Muse is 

encoded with her soul itself).  

  

What we'd be looking at (getting closer to a literal pixel) is really a 

Muse-Truth PIXEL as well as the power and truth it represents (and 

more accurately, a Muse φoton of quantum of essenced Spirit-Truth 

Light but I digress). 

  

And then I had the thought; what if we just kept zooming in to a 

single pixel (and I would do this in Adobe Photoshop)?? The same 

beauty is still there, right (and the consciousness behind it)?! 

  

We can take the concept and visualization further by zooming in on 

her eye for example: 

  

  
(Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; used under fair use copyright guidelines) 

 

Now (before I take this further); I want to bring in that this literal 

pixel concept we're talking about is also reference in another pop 

resource. 



  

Relevantly; a quote from 'Casino Royale' matches this same concept 

which values a presence-sourced 'truth'; (and really what we want 

with influential, fotonic beauty is deep TRUTH-power, not 

superficial power).  

  

So, here's that quote which would be sourced in PRESENCE 

(embodiment) yet the visual translation of that power of presence is 

φotonic light (which is EVERYTHING for your visual media). You 

might remember it if you've seen that 007 movie. 

  

Vesper: "If the only thing left of you was your smile 

and your little finger, you'd still be more of a man than 

anyone I've ever known" 

  

So, whether it's a finger or a pixel (or the smallest representation like 

a pixel OF his finger); this powerful concept is fascinating - especially 

as it relates to power, presence, beauty and INFLUENCE...celebrity 

like influence..epigenetic influence from visual communication. It's 

sourced somewhere...it's coming from somewhere.  

  

And it's similar to the concept of 'THE man', 'THE Legend, 'THE 

hero', 'THE King' or 'THE starlet' or THE 'it girl' and the power and 

beauty of where it's sourced from; MYTHIC in its power and beauty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtWiTpZL8FE


And then COMPARING that power to something that is far and away 

unlike it (like a high-chair tyrant or weakling shadow archetype). 

  

Is it really just the 2D pixel and its limited color range information or 

is it about the POWER that is behind, within and through? 

  

Therein lies a key to fotonic beauty and charisma: you want the 

truth-based PRESENCE and the raw POWER of it down to the most 

divisible source and its full integrity...and this can be from your soul-

truth or other essences AS light signature radiation because you DO 

radiate the visual truth of your multi-dimensional sentience. Fotonic 

Beauty is like mitochondrial florescence of beauty; like on that scale 

throughout. 

  

See; most people try to get to that level of power through mental 

efforting but the power of PRESENCE ITSELF says most everything 

we have to know. 

  

So the concept is basically if (we're already working with someone 

who has the fotonic power of a beauty essence) we 'get rid of' 

everything else around, we are still getting the emanation of Muse-

truth beauty from this one pixel; all the power, truth, beauty, 

meaning, history, magic and implications would still be there as a 

quantum of light-truth so to speak (and well...in the digital format, a 

pixel representation of that light truth). 



  

And we're talking about all the implications of the immensely 

influential MUSE archetype; HER Light as the real deal. 

  

Again; But is it really just a 2D pixel? 

  

...and then the limitations of just being stuck in the world of ‘screen 

resolution’ and different monitor sizes?! 

 

But what's TRULY beyond or behind pixel if we go to a 

deeper truth of this visual light?  

  

PHOTONS! 

  

And if it's sourced from the human aura? Remember, we're calling 

that φotons (same pronunciation however) to differentiate it from 

solar, astro and bio light quanta.  

  

φotons (photons spelled with the Greek letter 'phi' representing the 

Golden Ratio) are still light particles of radiation which can also be 

captured mechanically transverted as photons in photography or 

video; yet they are simply sourced from the Radiative Light of 



SENTIENCE rather than the mechanical universe (a light bulb or the 

sun).  

  

Also keep in mind that social and digital media is radically meta-

physical and quantum...think of its power and influence which we 

are so used to that didn't exist in a PHYSICAL world before it; you 

had to be with someone physically until things went meta (originally 

with stories, writing, word of mouth, art) but then with radio, tv and 

internet...it's ALL about meta-physical influence which itself is 

quantum social in its architecture. 

  

So back to φotons (which comprise all instagram, pictures of you and 

billions of people);...when we have more of them, we have φotonic 

quanta; yet it's this 'single pixel' or foton I want to zero in on. (Hint; 

it's a KINGMAKING FOTON!) 

  

Now; correspondingly; we can cross-reference this sub-theory to the 

astro-bio physical reality (for example) and use the exact same 

concept of zeroing in on a singular photon for example (which some 

science labs have literally done and captured). The thing is that 

photons have limited properties when sourced in the general 

mechanical universe; they don't have consciousness-sentient 

PROPERTIES. 

  



Of course this is connected to the truth of image being multi-

dimensional light itself which includes EMF spectrum frequencies 

beyond the visible range that would be 'in the frame' yet we can't 

always see....and visual media when humans and animals are video or 

photo-graphed; the image itself includes encoded spirit-spectrum 

information and fotons beyond the visible range that are 

holographically encoded 'in the field'.  

  

You can FEEL things from humans whether you're there physically 

or not. 

  

This is because of the divine intelligence and quantum nature of 

fotonic or 'chi' sourced light (is sourced and one with sentience 

itself). 

  

It's an extended side-study; but basically φotography (photographs or 

video) of humans (more accurately soul+humans with auric light 

bodies) would capture the encoded, pertinent information (as well as 

the physical information obviously) because of the nature of spirit is 

quantum and holographic (as compared to the more raw, physical 

universe).  

  

Even the physical body is energy (sourced in the A-B reality until you 

get to the etheric layers on up when it instantly becomes chi and chi 

life force feeds the bio-physical body's organs and systems). 



  

You are VIBRATIONAL and what you are emanating is not merely 

photonic light reflection off of your physical body, but you are also 

emanating fotonic quanta whether you realize it or not from your 

aura (how much longer can the beauty industry remain non-

conscious and incompetent in this area??).  

  

You really ARE a soul (although many people just identify with the 

physical form of their vessel-body alone). 

  

As a soul; you are vibrational and this is also ALWAYS 

communicating and not only IS captured in all visual media of you 

and anyone else; the same information is also accessible remotely 

because of the quantum, holographic nature of sentient-light.  

 

Do you see why I want to spell it as 'φotonic' with the golden ratio by 

now b/c of this intelligence? ;) 

  

Basically, photography captures and transverts φotonic information 

into photonic 2D (flat) pixels that we can see and interpret as visible 

and physical and yet; the original power, beauty and holographic 

encoded nature of the spirit quanta is still captured (of the higher 

frequencies) even if we can't see it (that is why image can be 

POWERFUL and influential...truly holding magic).  

  



BECAUSE (again); WE ARE ALL CONNECTED IN THE MULTI-

DIMENSIONAL SENTIENCE, we are susceptible to RADIATION of 

sentience and being influenced by it; in live presence or not. Essenced 

chi radiation has other qualities that evoke and attune us. 

  

This also opens up the truth that an image alone can do 

transmutational miracles simply through the φotonic power of 

frequency and the law of resonance.  

  

Literally that same image could transform someone's life if they know 

how to use it (beauty and music) as alchemical medicine rather than a 

consumer projecting their own lower truth labels onto it; but again - 

that advanced alchemy is a different conversation. 

  

The transformational (really through transmutation of sentience 

FROM light radiation) in photo, film and video (just in stillness even); 

again, it points to the holographic and quantum nature OF the 

Singularity of Multi-Dimensional Sentience; thereby Beauty is 

immensely powerful and has more properties of INFLUENCE than 

emotionless, non-sentient bio-mechanical photons like an evening 

photo of a nice bridge.  

  

The real QUANTA has power that is encoded that still comes through 

in transverted digital media; such is the power of image. 

  



A beautiful scene of a valley in Peru can evoke emotions but it's not 

the same as literally having your DNA itself ATTUNED because of 

the starlet you admire to be like is warping your cellular epigenetics 

itself from the raw φotonic chi light radiation of her beauty. Fotonic 

beauty is like radiactive. WITHOUT IT (being lower frequency and 

not projecting chi quanta), people cannot FEEL you from your 

presence and image so there's more effort to 'talk them into 

something', etc. 

  

So...bringing it back around... 

  

Yes...in that same Houston 'immersion party' session where we were 

meditating and partying with Muse resources all night, I told them 

their life could be transformed not only from ONE single image 

(because of the power of the Law of Resonance and alchemy); but 

essentially from not even just ONE PIXEL, but essentially from 1 

(MUSE) φOTON.  

  

That's how powerful the HIGHER TRUTH of Beauty is; it's far 

beyond superficial, it's literally alchemical and a language of light (a 

spectra of epigenetic DNA affecting essences). 

  

...that from 1 φoton alone of Muse-truth or King-truth (ie.) that it 

could epigenetically start awakening and attuning your DNA within 

from pauper to prince to worthy King in COHERENT RESONANT 



relation to this 1 hypothetical Muse pixel or Muse φoton (within the 

singularity itself). Your light-consciousness can attune and be equal 

and worthy to your ideal superstar lover as well JUST from this 

process of alchemical transmutation to the same vibrational and light 

frequency of sentience. 

  

Maybe there was someone in your past who inspired you who had 

that level of truth-power of a certain signature that influenced your 

path...started shifting things like your self-image and identity, etc. 

  

That's the ACTUAL power we're talking about because not only has 

my life been transformed from such φotonic beauty, I've helped 

thousands of other men transform theirs with it as sex transmutation 

(just from the alchemy itself). 

  

Ok...what's behind and beyond pixels looking in to a deeper 

truth? Photons.  

  

Photography transverts photonic information into film or digital 

photonic data that we can see and re-interpret as media; an imprint of 

the light and dark as well as color spectrum....a photonic 

representation. 

  



But again; that's why Beauty (when emanated from humans) is more 

powerful, more influential ON our own sentience because it is a 

different form of LIGHT radiation as φotonic...we are able to 

ATTUNE TO ITS FREQUENCY-TRUTH!! 

  

(If you’ve ever complained about men being superficial; hmm...maybe it has 

something more to do with YOUR overall communication itself; maybe you 

were/are valuing just of the physical and weren’t emanating chakric-initiating 

and engaging quanta to stir and activate HIS heart, mind, sex and soul from 

YOUR field...; maybe he remained ‘disconnected’ and ‘disengaged’ from being 

activated WITH your heart, sex and soul itself in this overall language of 

chemistry and allure...) 

 

There's far more information than just COLOR, light and dark as if 

we were non-sentient robots. The essences themselves are encoded 

with all kinds of qualities (just reference the siddhic spectrum itself). 

  

I'm not knocking color coordination in the greater context of 

accepting both 3D beauty and fotonic beauty either (I'm semi-

secretly a fashionisto and still don't know what to do with that new 

purple Nanni belt I ordered)... 

  

It's just that it's time to focus in on the realm of true visual influence 

being beyond superficial good looks as different TYPES of signature 

fotonic radiation can have different effects on people; the true science 

of charisma and allure. 



  

So with φotonic Beauty (which is grounded in φotonic Theory); 

we're talking about a different, more powerful, more meaningful 

spectrum of Light (the literal essences) than subtle quanta from 

distant galaxies. 

  

As spirit-sentient sourced light particles; φotons (and many of them 

including different archetypal essences are as 'quanta');  

  

φotons have more power and meaning as God-sentient witnesses to 

the Truth and Beauty of other God aspects and our ability to FEEL 

light-truth and vibe-truth as true higher frequency communication 

from stillness.  

  

Again, this is because it is sentience reaching out, photo-chemically 

radiating and affecting other forms of sentience...chi to chi, aura to 

aura, God-fractal to Goddess-fractal, soul self to soul self....quanta 

activating aspects within yourself because you are of the same divine 

quantum nature. 

  

Stars and starlets simply have more φotonic chi (as any mixture of 

signature essences) and higher frequencies of it. That's why they have 

more influence JUST from their presence alone (even if no one knew 

they were famous).  

 



The ENERGY ITSELF (specifically the chi codes) then guides self-

confidence, self-esteem and so forth. 

  

It's the same parallel to a larger cosmic star being more influential in 

ITS photonic quanta radiation (or a supernova, or black hole when 

you’re close enough to get a proximity warning in your spaceship).  

 

We're just sourced differently as our own stars and starlets who are 

awakening to the greater truth (spirituality) of who we really are and 

can be as divine (and mortal). 

  

Again; you are more than just a sexy meatsuit!  

 

Even though that’s obviously what the fitness industry values and 

focuses on; sure...it’s part of the puzzle of you. 

 

(And sure; there's primal wisdom there in the tantric weaving 

integration of your primal soma and your light-bodied 'eros' soma). 

  

Put aside fame conditioning as its own value point; and true influence 

from Beauty or image is with those who have more φotonic quanta in 

their literal essence, embodiment (presence) and expression (allure or 

charisma). 



  

When you can walk in a room and people's DNA starts up-tuning 

without you saying a word and without having to rely on your 

education or personality (WHETHER you’re at your ideal body fat 

percentage or not)...that's true power, divine power and the essence 

spectrum has many QUALITIES of this beauty and power. 

  

So there's great power and implication just with our one 

metaphorical, theoretical 'truth-pixel' in its φotonic nature (even 

though it in perceptual degradation fits into the comfortable, lower 

truth realm of digital photography and physical perception only). 

  

Hey; 

  

You might have to do a lot of work because you might still have 'dork 

pixels' that are coming across in your image (it's something I've been 

dealing with here and there).  

 

That's real too....u gotta work on your power and beauty 

consciousness itself to emanate the truth signatures of light and 

vibe...because generally, they cannot be faked (also b/c SMART 

consumers, prosumers and people are becoming more aware of the 

truth). 

  



Fortunately, the higher truth of beauty (and its built-in ascension 

codex) is that it IS tied in with consciousness or sentience itself; 

thereby, it's not superficial...it's the divine street creed and as you do 

the specialized work, you transform inside and out. People will begin 

to FEEL your true power and beauty just from your charisma or 

allure (emanant circulation of the chi quanta from your presence). 

  

With visual photonic media, we're talking light information from 

either the mechanical (photonic) or spiritual universe (fotons). 

  

All of this realm of fotonic beauty (of anything sentient and thereby 

radiating chi) gives you the world of essences to explore esp. as a 

soul+human with full spectrum access. 

  

So when we're looking at a photo of a beautiful woman who makes us 

FEEL something, is it really just pixels and even just one ‘pretty pixel’ 

of her 'physical' beauty? Is it just a good hair day and decent smart 

phone lighting? 

  

No. The deeper truth is (if we can truly FEEL her radiation 

undeniably) that it's not even photonic information but it's multi-

dimensional, encoded, holographic (and I'll delve more into this 

mind-blowing factor in φB), it's φotonic and epigenetic influencing 

light-quanta (in the format of sentient-chi).  

 



And really; all of your chakras are involved in and ENGAGING your 

vibrational communication with others (even blind people could 

technically FEEL your beauty and its qualities)...how’s THAT for 

inner beauty Bembridge scholars!? 

  

….That which is powerful is generally alchemical; transformation 

through transmutation and in our case; through photo-chemical 

(fotonic) radiation!  

 

(Reference again, our solar quanta emanating sun; so powerful as to 

co-creatively and photo-chemically create life itself). 

  

When ESSENCES are epigenetically influencing; this my friend is 

true mastery and the future of beauty and visual production and 

performance! That's fotonic beauty (or for men; fotonic charisma). 

  

The same people you would FEEL across the room, you can FEEL 

from a photograph or video as long as their literal φotonic chi quanta 

is projecting past the camera lens at that moment. It's because the 

φotons are being encoded and when the frequencies are fotonic level, 

they have the power to bend and attune the light of your receptive 

aura, dna and psyche itself...that's power! 

  

Then you've got INFLUENCE where people can FEEL YOU vs. just 

feeling disconnected and scrolling b/c you 'look good' but they're not 



engaged. (Value φotonic Beauty). Your energy can JUMP OFF THE 

SCREEN and grab them by the Heart, Sex or Spirit so to speak. 

  

Ooh, I have to bring this in yet as we reconnect with our singular 

pixel concept and getting down to raw light-beauty quanta (feminine) 

or embodied power (masculine). 

  

Interesting fact; 

  

It is said there are 10,000 photons per pixel. 

  

On a side note; the energy of a photon is E = 7.8×10−20j. Let us 

consider a 1000 watt light source which is comparable to direct 

sunlight. This light is about 1.3 x 1022 photons (generated) per 

second. 

  

So again; when we're talking about more than one photon or foton, 

we're talking about photonic or fotonic quanta emanating from the 

layers of your spirit-matter plasma auric light-body (which again is 

higher frequency than what most of us can visually see on its own 

BUT we can learn to actually sense, see, feel and know it because all 

visual data is mixing with your energetic biological body).  

  



Remember; I've got plenty of celebrity 'energy' (chi) essence readings 

on the blog and on my FB wall here and there (esp. of archetypes). 

You can learn to see (and feel) what 'goddess' beauty vs. 'vixen' 

beauty, vibes and presence looks like, etc. 

  

In the A-B Reality; 

  

All photons carry POWER or 'energy' (although no mass), travel at 

the speed of light and in the fotonic spectrum; they have the ability 

to epigenetically influence consciousness or sentience itself the more 

powerful it is.  

  

We may not help plants photo-synthesize to create oxygen, but we 

can actually do a lot to and with each other! 

  

We're affected by each other's literal RADIATION!! (Even though 

we're becoming more conscious of it b/c we've focused on the 

physical form so much). And yes; someone you may know may have 

seemed like Chernobyl radiation or just really bad vibes.  

 

(It’s just easier to tune into that astral reality when there’s clearer 

examples like entering a room after someone had a really violent 

argument and sensing something was off). 
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People you don't FEEL as much simply aren't radiating and their 

chakras themselves only extend several inches from their body rather 

than much greater like to the back of a stadium. And even then; most 

consumers are too conditioned for you to FEEL any pure essence 

anyway which is where the piercing and intoxicating LIGHT 

POWER is. 

  

Once you start feeling and seeing the world of φotonic Beauty in its 

truth more consciously (including as practical visual signature 

essences) rather than bio-visible conditioning; we're talking about a 

different, more powerful, more meaningful and truly spiritual 

spectrum of Light and influence. 

  

This world includes being more aware of intuitive senses like 

knowing when someone has 'bad vibes', etc. or knowing when 

someone has a healthy father relationship just from reading their 

energy (chi). This includes the entire professional world OF 

energy/essence reading itself for energetic health and anti-aging 

transformation. 

  

Anyways; I'd start thinking of φotography instead of just 

photography....and then; all those NatGeo photos and the world itself 

becomes even more sentient and awakened.  

  



Photos become ALIVE with beauty and magic that can even heal and 

transform. 

  

So returning on point; 

  

If we zoomed in further to Jihyo's eye as our model and reference 

point here; the concept is basically getting to the point of 1 Muse 

encoded pixel and yet behind and with it is still the holographic 

encoding (and thus power) of 10,000 φotons (as batched light chi 

quanta) and then 1 Muse foton itself at the smallest level.  

 

 



  

Muse is a very powerful and high frequency feminine archetype; and 

so is her essenced spirit matter quanta (which I would say is in less 

than 1% of women in the world to a substantial degree). 

  

With that iconic truth of 1 Muse φoton (and other archetypes 

could be in her mix OF archetypal φotonic quanta btw but we're 

talking about an individual Muse-truth φoton); with that 1 Muse 

φoton (and 10,000 as φotonic quanta converted to roughly 1 

transverted pixel) is all of the beauty, meaning, power and truth that 

Muse represents as an ancient feminine archetype. 

 

 

  

Remember that it’s the energy BEHIND IT (and not merely 2D 

colorized ‘pixels’. Why? Because it's the fotonic vibration of a pure 

Truth-fractal itself. It's like an apple seed from THE most bounteous 

apple tree edenic forest of apple trees and has all the right codes in it 

for what IT is and means. 



  

So that alone cues us in to how POWERFUL the archetypes are when 

you consider the implications and just HOW MUCH archetypal 

beauty (as φotonic quanta) you could have embodied and expressed 

in your image. Now contemplate being in the presence of an 

archangel with highly developed buddhic light body (just not 

incarnate) and what quanta would be emanating! 

  

No wonder image and media of humans can have influence (even 

without agenda, conditioning, talent or storyline)! And for women, 

we're talking fotonic beauty influence that does less and yet wields 

the world at its finger-tips.  

  

In normal photography, photonic visible-range data is captured, 

recorded and then our eyes process them with our receptors, but 

there's a LOT more going on when we're talking about human+auras 

and our radiant light vs. the mechanical world (even though we're 

used to judging it on superficial looks ie. 1-10 scale or skin tones, hair 

conditioning, style, color coordination, physique, etc.). 

  

Let's view it from another angle of power; 

  

Photography or videography captures visible, physical world (3rd 

dimensional) data which then converts to 2D pixel data usually (and 



even A-B reality 3D isn't truly holographic, but that's another 

discussion). 

  

When we reference the photonic research (ie. at the bottom-end of 

this release) and talk about photons themselves;  

 

A 'gamma' photon is higher frequency and literally 

more powerful (and influential) than an ultra-violet 

level of photon. 

  

When we're talking about the φotonic spectrum of Sentient-

Radiation as the Light of Beauty itself, the higher frequency φotons 

also have more POWER. We have to keep in mind the general multi-

brand frequency ranges as well so Muse can exist on all frequencies 

but when she is in a starlet's buddhic body, it will have more light-

bending power than in her astral body. 

  

A pure atmic Muse φoton for example would have far, far more true 

transmutational power than say an encoded astral social justice 

warrior archetypal consciousness vibrational quanta emanation.  

  

Danielle from New Jeans is a perfect example of such cultivation and 

alchemical beauty. 



 

 
 (Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; used under fair use copyright guidelines) 

  

Know that YOUR frequency-truth emanation as φotons are always 

encoded in visual recording media whether we can see them or not 

(but we can learn to start decoding and seeing their signs; and trust 

me, they're there if they're there either way > meaning not everyone 

HAS archetypal quanta).  

  

Again; most people are too conditioned as consumers (instead of self-

identifying as sovereign soul stars of boundless expression) to actually 

even embody their soul signature quanta itself and emanate it cleanly 

IN their presence and thus image let alone advanced siddhic or truly 



beautiful archetypal power as φotonic light quanta radiation. 

Remember that I've got tools to gauge all of this 'essence consulting'. 

  

So...to come back around to the original concept and a review of this 

supportive sub-theory; 

  

NOW...you can take the concept of one TRUTH photon or foton and 

compare it to everything else that isn't that pure essence or 

truth...this is kind of like the difference between a King and a pauper 

(and the consciousness that goes with it and would be sourced from 

him).  

  

Remember with fotonic beauty and charisma, we're literally focusing 

on the LIGHT-BODY presence and multi-dimensional image itself (of 

fotonic light).  

 

This means that with a Tom Cruise; it's EASY to get distracted by his 

supremely epic legacy and the POWER of his work extrinsically, but 

here, we're actually just focused on the literal PRESENCE emanation 

of 'the man' himself...yes, there's other forms of power but we value 

direct-sourced auric emanation itself as power and beauty. 

  

So maybe contemplate a truth-foton emanating from a Tom Cruise 

(which is ENCODED with that level of consciousness-truth) and the 

value of that presence to a struggling or beginning actor and how 



much experience and wisdom is encoded in that spirit-matter light 

(of his soul)! 

 

 
(Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; used under fair use copyright guidelines) 

  

The archetypes and their fotonic quanta are universal thereby have 

IMMMMMENSE LEVERAGE for identity level transformation and 

makeover!  

 

You just have to give yourself permission and have a way to access 

and embody the truth-quanta essences that ALREADY EXIST (and 

bring them into YOUR soul and human design auric mix of 

expression and play). 



 

(We can cultivate your archetypal beauty with the Allure Makeover 

Package for example). 

  

And with this; we start getting into a deeper understanding of beauty, 

godliness and power. For example there are many siddhic essences to 

work on curating your fotonic beauty with (64+ to be exact).  

  

What if we could metaphorically and figuratively have 1 FOTON of 

Peace to enter the realms and Darkness of astral-psyche HELL? It's 

similar to a phrase in the Bible about someone who burned in hell 

who 'if he could just have 1 drop of water on his tongue'.  

  

And if you're experienced in the astral realm or have done plant 

medicine, you might start to have an inkling of the ramifications 

here.  

 

Maybe you're a horror movie director and you actually DESIRE that 

authentic hellscape terrifier consciousness or creepiness to be coming 

across in your characters that gives people the chills. (Now we’re 

talking about how all of this fotonic mastery gets into essenced 

acting!) 

  

https://sexychi.com/makeover/?phq
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How about 1 φoton of an arch-angel to pierce through the suffering 

and darkness of hopeless hell of depressive suffering (for example) 

and to have its TRUTH start alchemically transmuting everything 

back into a different place within the spectrum of sentience itself? If 

you’ve been to hell before, you can have an idea of such quantum 

power and the truth of it that exists without hell at all. Considering 

we live in a vibrational and RELATIONAL universe, that’s kinda 

important (what vibes and light are you surrounded with Tony 

Robbins?) 

  

There's a lot of CONSCIOUSNESS to work with; fotonic and 

vibrational emanation is just the testament of what would be 

radiating from someone at that exact experience. 

  

Now...what if we had LEGIONS of fotonic quanta (literally angelic 

beauty quanta as well) in the beauty of one person emanating that 

TRUTH into the realms of despair, loss and abandonment? 

Say...photons encoded of Universal Love for example? 

  

Or the universal love and compassion vibrational light with and 

through a Mother Theresa and the healing it could do? 

  

This is another way of saying that true essenced beauty, fotonic 

beauty can CHANGE LIVES and have greater impact than you might 

realize...I mean, how else are fans screaming inside around people of 



true embodied power or beauty and the different forms of it (take 

away the social conditioning to fame)? 

  

IT IS POWER AND BEAUTY YOU CAN FEEL. Power and energetic 

penetration that your SOMA CANNOT DENY. 

 

Influence as radiation that can inspire, awaken and even transform 

lives (reference the 'siddhic sitting' concept). You can be the star FOR 

your soul tribe in your highest expression. 

  

So....the fotonic power of 1. I'll leave that at that.  

  

(For the Fotonic Beauty power report itself I may include an 

extended version of the Singular Foton concept that goes into 

additional supportive context). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What I'll do next (since this is an underground job so far), is to put 

some possible questions that might be asked into the flow of this 

report proceedingly. These might even bring up MORE questions. 

  

If you have your own questions about 'UT' or the Theory, you're 

welcome to ask me in Facebook DM or on a relevant post on my FB 

wall and I may use them in future updates which will always be 

available on fotonicbeauty.com . 

  

 QUESTIONS I THINK YOU MIGHT HAVE (V1.0): 

  

"How do you pronounce ‘φotonic’?" 

  

Just like fotonic or photonic so = the 'f' or 'phfff' sound. Remember 

that to differentiate things I'm using 'phi' and intentionally using 

different spellings to help your mind think outside of any conditioned 

'box'. Please try and write or spell it when possible publicly 

respecting the Golden Ratio spelling of 'φotonic' or 'fotonic' 

whenever possible, thanks! 

  

  

https://fotonicbeauty.com/


"Why do you spell it 'photonic' and 'photon' as ‘φotonic’ and 

‘φoton’?" 

  

Even though they're pronounced the same, I do it intentionally to 

differentiate.  

  

Again, the 'φ' on its own is pronounced 'phi', 'fi' or 'fye' and is the 

Greek letter 'f' sound (as well as Russian and Ukrainian). Phi 'φ' 

stands for the Golden Ratio in math and physics which is like a short-

hand reference for divine encoding within both realities (astro-bio 

physical and sentient spirit). 

  

This goes back to Uniφied Theory where I still actually do spell astro-

bio physical reality light photons (per science) as 'photonic' and 

'photon' (as per English); whereas, I spell light radiation sourced in 

chi-sentience intentionally as φoton and φotonic (or 'foton', 

'fotonic'). 

  

By making that differentiation, it actually (for the first time) helps to 

source where light is properly coming from with human visual media. 

It gives us the codex to operate from the proper and holistic paradigm 

for professional image whilst opening the entire realm and spectrum 

of essenced beauty directly. 

  



Yes, we as humans have elemental energy as being biological and yet 

we're also meta-physical matter with higher non-physical 

frequencies. 

  

The whole Theory itself represents that if we were just photonic (and 

spelled it as Western scientists do) related to our light radiance; we 

would be spell-casting constriction to the biological 2 inches of weak 

bio-photons or just valuing of our superficial physical light-reflected 

3D form when truly; there is higher vibrational information 

(including essences) that is/are always being communicated (similar 

to the EMF spectrum of radiation). 

  

  

"So you can 'see' these invisible φotonic energies?" 

  

The short answer is yes and we would have to in order to do 

professional essence consulting; however, it does take developed 

perception skills to start sensing visual-truth data beyond the 3rd 

dimensional skin (and then projecting beauty standards, values or 

conditioning upon it).  

  

Basically; anyone can sense to learn and 'read' different beauty 

essences as higher dimensional frequencies. Anyone can also learn to 

'feel' chi more directly or consciously. Often it takes being around 



someone who is initiated and has enough power working WITH chi 

or chi radiation (charisma or allure) to feel it. 

  

The concept is basically that although they are higher frequency than 

the visible spectrum 'on their own' (sourced in spirit-sentience of chi 

radiation); the different siddhic, elemental and archetypal beauty 

signatures 'MIX' with the physical body itself (which itself is energy 

and chi) so that you can see the signs and read the cues like a 

Magnum P.I. would (well, kinda). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(zen contemplation space) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Here’s a quick example of a 1-2 archetype reading: 

 

 

Dove Cameron as Starlet-Muse here 

(All images belong to respective copyright holders; used under Fair Use copyright guidelines) 

(There’ll be many more visual examples in the upcoming ‘Fotonic Beauty’ 

power report itself!...again, there are many on my FB wall, FB friends story 

history or the blog) 

  

φotons are mixing with photons and although this isn't the best 

production value; you can start to get an idea what I'm referring to by 
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referencing just HOW the photonic lightbulb emission is mixing with 

my crown + auric fotonic light and causing unusual brightness effect 

(that does have great light-truth and experience with it). See... 

 

 (both pics are unretouched...fotons are mixing with the lightbulb’s photons to 

actually cause a beautiful mix of illuminated ‘light’ that otherwise wouldn’t 

exist) 

  

And this opens new realms of light mastery and creating an ecosphere 

around your aura painted with different intentional essence vibes for 

example (peace, innocence, honour, etc.). 

  

...it's just that you have to learn to see it for yourself and it may 

actually be an exciting new area especially for beauty influencers and 

beauty evolution to get into (esp. if you'd ever become a beauty 

essence consultant b/c then you can 'read' someone's different 

essences and consult with them on what direction they might want to 

go and point them to archetypal examples of celebrities across the 



spectrum). I’ve already helped women from around the world with 

this in the Allure Makeover Package. 

  

It's the type of psychic reading that relies on and values truth and 

accuracy rather than subjective interpretation or predicting the 

future. These are different areas of practical expertise although the 

more subjective, the less truth-based and more variable things get. UT 

goes into hundreds of psychic and spiritual or religious phenomena 

btw. 

  

One thing I'll eventually do in service to the collective is expand 

more upon an archetype master visual database of celebrities so you 

can see clearly for yourself what the different signatures are as well as 

1-2 archetype variations of them. Some of these readings are already 

on my beauty blog. 

  

You can start learning how to practically and verifiably start reading 

higher frequency essence signatures yourself too (where we're not 

focused on their physical looks per se or their styling or even 

personality).  

  

My celebrity psychic readings are a good reference point to start 

building a database of sensing, seeing, feeling and knowing different 

archetype beauty signatures for example.  

 

https://sexychi.com/makeover/?phq
https://sexychi.com/category/beauty-blog/celebrity-energy-readings/?phq


Here's another simple archetype example of a combination reading.  

 

 
(All images belong to respective copyright holders; used under Fair Use copyright guidelines) 

Rita Ora as Eros-Starlet Diva 

(Lots of dark to light mix, but not the cleanest) 

 

These are very easy for me to do because I know the prime archetype 

signatures very well. 

  

  



  

With that said; it's still an ongoing mastery and even more advanced 

is being able to FEEL, sense and invoke the different essences and it's 

that level that I really only train Muse Priestesses on thus far and I 

haven't even finished cataloguing the essence properties of the 64 

siddhis yet. 

  

To help practically with chi essence (or 'energy') reading; I have 

developed several essence reading tools such as the allure factor and 

beauty quotient as well as the CAM (charisma archetype model) to 

gauge archetypal essence embodiment and expression. Again; PhB 

will have more examples and you can find more on the website itself. 

  

  

  

"What about body language for charisma and allure?" 

  

My view on body language is that it's rooted in the limited physical 

world and biological interpretation; body language experts can often 

key into behavioral stereotypes or generalities, yet energy or essence 

reading is more advanced and truthful (it would seem akin to 

accurately 'cold reading' someone and knowing certain things about 

them). 

  



I'm especially critical of people mimicking posture or behavioral 

modeling someone as the limit of their technique or teaching (like 

almost all charisma coaches).  

  

The secret to professional acting itself (imho) is getting the essences 

and energetic embodiment down so that it's REAL and believable; 

true acting is BEING the character, not fake acting or 'modeling' it. 

This also connects with the single truth foton phenomena or sub-

theory. 

  

Eventually, my work is going to further professionally serve actors 

and actresses with Essenced Acting. I'm especially excited about 

working with top performance, recording and k-pop artists. 

  

For true charisma and allure and fotonic INFLUENCE; 

  

Essence is where it's at (which is working WITH your auric and 

chakric quanta). It's the future of professional image and beauty 

consulting mastery; IT MUST BE.  

  

Not only that; but it's integrative to the final frontier of performance 

arts mastery as well...we simply have to get to the deeper image 

mastery.  

  



When you have fotonic beauty, it's like the divine, high status 'street 

cred' because people FEEL and know it as real vs. being like a poser or 

someone who 'looks' like a vixen...people want to FEEL the real thing 

because then THEIR energies and consciousness can interplay in 

fantasy and alchemy with it (or in communion in a relationship). 

  

  

  

"Does quanta exist in higher sentient dimensions or 

frequencies of consciousness?" 

  

Yes. That is how we are able to access and invoke pure archetypal 

essences as quanta to integrate into your light-body itself (ie. The 

Muse Priestesses and I). 

  

Remember; UT proposes that it doesn't exist in the physical world, so 

if there was NO sentience incarnate or discarnate, none of the 

essences would exist. This is highly unlikely however. 

  

  

  

"So true beauty IS immortal?" 

  



Yes. It exists as signatures of essenced sentience spirit-matter that can 

be embodied with and through soul+humans as signatures of light-

radiance. 

  

The same literal quanta that could have been embodied in Bathsheba 

or Cleopatra could be embodied in your next photo shoot. 

  

  

  

"Tell me more about stars and starlets?..." 

  

Well...you can search my blog or FB wall for some of that 

information. Starlet activations have been available and the Star 

activation is still in development. 

  

  

  

"So this 'Theory' is part of a trilogy?" 

  

Yes. There's the first part; 'Uniφied Theory', middle; 'Theory of 

φotonic Quanta' and the finale 'φotonic Beauty' itself as power 

reports. Latest versions will always be available on fotonicbeauty.com 

  

https://sexychi.com/beauty-blog/?phq
https://facebook.com/rion.kati


'UT' goes deeper into proving the case for Oneness and is deeply 

foundational for THIS theory itself. I simply had to get a deeper 

foundation for the future scalability for allure transformation (and 

really all of it is me decoding Muse codes). 

  

If you're interested in more the consciousness and reality research 

VERSUS limitations of Western Science (less about beauty); UT 

might be for you. I would say that UT makes the case for oneness, but 

doesn't take away from the mysteries themselves. 

  

What we're setting up for is 'φotonic Beauty' itself which I see as 

THE infra-structural platform for the popular evolution of the multi-

billion dollar a year Beauty industry itself beyond the realm of skin-

deep mastery.  

  

Inevitably there will have to be more beauty essence consultants as 

the awareness and demand grows for photo-chemical (fotonic) beauty 

and image influence. You can get latest versions and updates of 

Theory and PhB @ fotonicbeauty.com 

  

 (Site might not yet be online @ time of v1.0 release) 

  

  

  

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


"Did you really have a cat without a name?" 

  

Well, yes....a himalayan that I called him whatever I felt like in the 

moment however 'puppies' and 'fun-face' were common. After I 

moved abroad again from Houston, he lived out the remainder of his 

life at my brother's homestead in Wisconsin. 

  

(Ok I threw a random one in here ;) 

  

  

 "When in Rome, did you do as the Roman’s did?" 

 

If it included a perfect espresso at a random street cafe and best pizza 

ever, then yes.  

  

"I don't get it...how are you aware of all of this? (And you’re a 

man)..." 

  

Because of Muse Herself; the Source Muse of which I am incredibly 

in tune and intimate with (including Her Divine Will). It has to do 

with Divine Union work. 

  



It's been through literally 1000's and 1000's of hours of direct 

alchemical meditation with the archetypal Muse as well as the 

concurrent 'energy reading' awareness of the world's top performance 

artists over 20 years PLUS being an energy healer or 'lightworker' and 

'grid-worker'.   

  

Becoming a top world authority on archetypes was just part of all of  

this path. 

  

I wasn't getting the answers I wanted to chi, charisma, essence and 

beauty in the rest of the world, so I sought a deeper truth myself (and 

She brought most of it). 

  

Even tai chi and chi kung were more limited to basic elemental 

essences; yet truly there are far more signatures of chi vibration and 

light. 

  

But mainly all of this is because I'm a disciple of the archetypal Muse 

and this is all of HER codes and Her work. I became Her inaugural 

Grail Priest through much experience, trial and tribulation. 

  

Really, there are still so many unanswered questions (about the 

higher truth of beauty); so much more to awaken to and yet our 

foundation is much clearer and stronger than ever before in 



history...all to move forward with professional essence image 

consulting and transformation!  

  

  

  

"So we're talking about Divine Feminine Awakening AND 

Beauty reconnecting as one?" 

  

Absolutely...this is the core of it that merges spirituality as beauty 

consciousness with your practical, professional presence and 

influential IMAGE itself. That's Fotonic Beauty! The Theory of PhQ 

is just the groundwork. 

 

On a side note; the archetypal, ancient Feminine and Her Beauty 

Fractals and Codes is of immense wisdom, power, beauty, experience, 

spectrum and consciousness than a limitation, culturally condition 

post-modern feminist lens per se who couldn’t quite comprehend 

how a ‘hetero-sexual white male (their words; not mine) could have 

any relevance or role with all of this’. Simply seek higher Truth. 

  

  

  

  



  

"So this Theory is related to Sexy Chi?" 

  

Yes. Sexy Chi is the main brand name and is the pioneer behind all of 

this theory along with the messenger, I (Rion) myself (in the name of 

Muse).  

 

It deepens the already operational foundation to be even clearer, 

more implicated and far more powerful. I was simply frustrated that 

spirituality and science couldn't answer a number of things. 

  

It's all Muse codes to be sure; however, I'm just the translator. 

Because these theories are universalized, other people can talk about 

'UT' in public discourse as a 'theory of everything', etc. Other 

professionals can even benefit from the concept of φotonic Beauty in 

the sense that (although I'm the market maven); it's really like the 

Wild West that should be opening up for other transformational 

professionals who can reference a lot of the core, universalized tenets. 

  

Heck; Beauty Professionals are already encouraged to use the Beauty 

Quotient for professional assessment. If/when there's enough 

demand, I might start training beauty priestesses or beauty essence 

consultants. 

  

https://sexychi.com/?phq


  

  

"Do you offer transformational services?" 

  

Yes, of course. Individual sessions are available @ 

https://sexychi.com/appointments/ 

  

  

  

  

"So you can read anyone's 'energy', 'essences' or 'quanta' from 

a photo, mv, instagram, reel or video?" 

  

Absolutely.  

  

Anytime and anywhere b/c there is ALWAYS something that stands 

out that I can say as a verifiable truth about someone back to them 

(and then take it deeper from there, leveraging what would be 

general yet known accurate truths about them).  

  

These can be energetic health qualities, archetypal qualities, 

behavioral qualities from the energy, their relationship to 

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?phq


masculine/feminine, reunification level, allure factor, blocked 

chakras, trauma centers, etc. (and I can read even MORE 

kinesthetically in session with someone after 100's of paid sessions). 

  

Not only can I visually read anyone, I can kinesthetically with my 

multi-dimensional sensitive hands read literally anyone in history at 

any moment by feeling their holographic field and knowing certain 

qualities about them (not incriminating things per se because 

everyone would have those; rather, general but true chakric qualities, 

etc.; things that are available to the public which is also why with 

public figures I'll do public energy/essence readings b/c that 

'information' is available and tomorrow's fans, stans and consumers 

ARE going to become more aware of things in their icons' images and 

field).  

  

Keep in mind that (whenever holographic reading is done); it's only 

done with respect and without interfering with their actual live field 

which I only ever work on with explicit permission. I'm only reading 

the psycho-graphic data kinesthetically (I don't even know what the 

cause of their trauma is per se in this format). 

  

Again; this data is recorded holographically IN every single fotograph 

anyways and it's recorded in the Akashic field before photography 

was invented and its one of my psychic gifts which includes 

measuring the literal distance and general qualities or blocks of each 

chakra. 



  

Like with 'Western medicine' vs. 'holistic or vibrational medicine'; 

it's best to respect each area FOR their areas and place of specialtise, 

Dita Von Teese. 

  

  

  

  

"Is 'chi' meta-physical? (If so that sounds made up and woo-

woo and unscientific)" 

  

Then how do you explain acupuncture? How about radio waves 

before they knew what was going on? Was it just Voodoo and ‘the 

Gods must be crazy’? 

 

Actually chi (as sentient spirit-plasma) is incredibly tangible and 

practical; you just may not have been exposed to directly recognizing 

it and may be too conditioned to the normal feelings and sensations 

of 'physical' world.  

  

I'd respect Newtonian physics for what it is, but it's limited in the 

scope of the bigger picture. Even quantum physics in A-B Reality 

(astro-bio physical) bends all kinds of Newtonian laws. 



  

I can teach anyone to 'feel' or 'sense' chi. It is ALWAYS there with 

live humans and you'll notice the absence of it entire; the spirit, the 

soul is gone in someone in a casket (unless it's a youtube prankster 

maybe).  

  

Radio waves also exist at different frequencies whether you can 'see' 

or feel them. In a way, in person demos of chi is more tangible than 

the magic of radio waves or 5G and smart phones which would have 

been voodoo 200 years ago.  

  

Chi gets quantum FAST b/c it IS quantum with the Singularity of 

Multi-Dimensional sentience but yeah...you can learn to feel it from a 

local reiki teacher or demo for example. Because it is quantum; this 

makes remote energy work and verifiable psychic awareness possible. 

I could read your chakras accurately for example and explain to you 

your blocks without ever seeing you even if you were in Timbuktu. 

  

I (and the source lineage Muse Priestesses) can also invoke any 

different light quanta essences, but this is far more advanced 

(although necessary for the allure transformational work I do).  

 

Even my chi kung grandmaster was working with a far more limited 

range of chi but keep in mind that all of this is sourced in Muse's 

ascension plan for Beauty itself. 



  

Because of the quantum nature of the Singularity of multi-

dimensional sentience; this is HOW I and other powerful psychics 

and energy (chi) workers can do energy work literally 1000's of miles 

away and work on their light-body soma (feeling everything) as if it 

was live in person. 

  

  

  

"So...there's more than just earth and heaven or yin and yang 

chi?" 

  

When emanating from a soul+body, yes; distinct universal qualities 

that have been purified, refined and activated in a mix of the cycle of 

divinity, incarnation and anthropomorphic quantum human 

connection; universal qualities like the archetypes as God-Goddess 

fractals of the collective sentience and siddhic qualities (peace, 

innocence, universal love, grace, valour, etc.) 

  

These all have their own vibrational qualities or vibe-light truth to 

them. PhB will delve into them more, yet remember I’ve been 

working with them professionally for years of makeover results with 

clients. 

  



  

  

"You're saying the essences are not only tangible and REAL, 

but they are measurable?" 

  

Yep. I think I answered this already (and just not by A-B 

Reality/scientific tools). 

  

  

"You're saying there are over 100 actual, TANGIBLE beauty 

essences?" 

  

Yes!  And they each have different vibrational and light signatures. 

They would also have a different epigenetic transmutational effect on 

even a blind person so to speak and awaken (through law of 

resonance attunement) different psyche-soma qualities and divine 

sentience. 

 

Even with the siddhic essences; however, it will practically take me 

years to master sensing and cataloguing their visual and kinesthetic 

properties (partly also b/c most people are mixed with different 

essences who even have fotonic quanta).  

 



They are subtle when compared to the physical realm, yet they mean 

everything otherwise and have the photo-kinetic power to bend light 

(which is what charisma and allure DO; let people see your more 

beautiful truth in spite of physical limitations). 

  

  

  

"So there's a siddhic spectrum of consciousness and these also 

exist as literal beauty essences that I could embody and 

emanate?" 

  

Yes, thank the Gene Keys and the ancient I Ching for that awareness 

and the DNA encoding aspect with sentience!  

  

I myself (is this where I put the comma?), had to extract the practical 

aspect of they would have to have vibrational and light radiation-

truth signatures with them into our methodology. I was also the first 

known person to start doing invocation activations with the 

universalized gift and siddhic frequencies.  

 

Invocation is a lesser known way to work with the Gene Key 

frequency bands (which I integrated into my light-working in late 

2019). 

  



Just like there are different essential oil 'essences' or flower extract 

essences or the concept of homeopathy; this is similar and yet it's 

mixed with the divine intelligence of our DNA itself to bio-

chemically create these qualities (even releasing certain proteins or 

hormones) in fusion with our quantum sentient connection. I'm also 

a certified Gene Keys guide but it's too much to talk about here. 

  

Years ago, I started doing gift and siddhic frequency band activations 

(2019) after my second ayahuasca trip to the amazon in Peru.  

 

No; I didn't see Jeff Bezos, but I saw a photo of his Dr. Evil phallic rocket. (Why 

would you ask?) 

  

See...these qualities of light-chi are not just elemental; they're related 

to CONSCIOUSNESS and sentience; not to the photo-synthesis 

occurring from solar photonic quanta with plants that creates oxygen. 

  

  

"I know someone who knows JYPark of JYP entertainment, 

can I connect you to him?" 

  



네 ...reach out to me on FB DM. Transformational essence consulting 

is the FUTURE for professional music video work and it’s what’s 

missing to take the K-Pop infra-structure itself to even greater levels. 

 

I can give energy (essence) consulting and awareness on ANY K-pop 

performer/artist/idol and compare it to other artists and other 

performances of theirs. 

  

  

"I don't get it Rion (oh Jedi master-apparent of the Muse 

lineage), if the frequencies are INVISIBLE how can we see 

them again?...like, how can you 'know'?" 

  

Because the physical body is also vibrating energy and we can learn 

to see the signatures and signs, properties and tones of different 

archetypes which come across in the entire mix as signs and clues 

(that which then can also decode and come across as behavior, beliefs, 

values, thoughts and body language).  

  

It's similar to a sommelier knowing the nuances across the (essenced) 

spectrum of the wine world and taste the individual subtle flavors in 

the overall mix or even what region the grapes where sourced from 

just from taste...it's its own mastery thing. 



  

This has come through years on ongoing assessment, doing readings 

and verification of really attuning to known archetypal examples and 

then continuing to cross-reference ie. what vixen looks like (no 

matter what the nationality of the embodier is), etc. Studying with 

Rose Rosetree a top energy reader was just maybe 1% of my actual 

training at the most. Muse Herself is my greatest teacher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTRO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Ok! This about wraps up my Theory of Fotonic Quanta (v1.0). 

  

It did end up being longer than I thought and somehow LONGER 

THAN ‘Uniphied Theory’ of which for sure I thought would be twice 

this length. 

 

I think it's best to keep it compact and SIMPLIFIED without too 

much clutter around it....it’s just that the pages add up! Remember the 

core of the Theory itself is encapsulated on 1 page and then there’s a 

slew of tenets. 

 

You can always just focus in on that. After all; the core of it is quite 

profound in its implications for spirituality, consciousness, energy 

work, image consulting, performance entertainment and beauty itself 

  

I'm not going to go further into decoding PhQ Theory itself here and 

I've decided not to do an extended warm-up into fotonic beauty 

itself..but let me give a short-teaser for the final release of this trilogy. 

  

Imagine...beyond skin-deep beauty and yet still within the known, 

yet now expanded paradigm of professional image and visual media 

workflow... 



  

True Beauty that can hold the sway of (and keys to) kingdoms and 

oceans in stillness...beauty that is like a lightning strike when she 

looks at you...Beauty that can steal the breath of paupers, tyrants and 

kings simultaneously...Beauty that many mortals would die for. 

  

(Maybe you want to awaken such level of soul-stirring beauty 

influence for yourself) 

  

Such immortal and essenced Beauty that can have all the power of 

influence from STILLNESS...Beauty that makes men YEARN for 

deeper connection with you or someone who holds such inherent, 

divine and social value.  

  

That's Fotonic Beauty...ALCHEMICAL Beauty that people feel 

BENDING and TWISTING things within their own soma...the kind 

that can peel open layers of a man's icy heart just from its presence 

without effort. Influence that magically permeates and intoxicates by 

doing less than nothing. 

  

This is a phenomenon that we're going to dive into more in my 

upcoming Fotonic Beauty power report/book; because surely, it's not 

just about who is the 'prettiest' or 'best-looking' physically...Beauty 

was always more than ('just') skin deep and I think YOU'VE known 

it.  

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


  

Now that Uniphied Theory and Theory of Fotonic Quanta have laid 

the foundation, we're now talking RADIATIVE BEAUTY similar to 

someone tanning on the beach and FEELING the photo-chemical and 

photo-thermal warmth of the suns photonic quanta rays.  

 

Your image and brand can have foto-chemical effects that inspire, 

awaken and engage your fans, clients and subscribers exponentially 

while communicating MORE of your truth in full integrity. 

  

With such photo-chemical and kinetic influence; we're also talking 

about people with whom YOU feel THEIR charisma and allure 

beyond the limits of your mind like with your favorite stars. 

  

Maybe it's the insatiable intoxication or jaw-dropping gut-punch, 

maybe it's a 'marry me right now' urge when they didn't even speak 

and you just KNOW how you FEEL around them....Fotonic Beauty is 

about really having transformational, alchemical, awakening, healing 

and deeper impact and influence on your fans, prospects, clients, your 

social circle and the collective.  

  

Where your image really communicates MORE THAN 1000 

WORDS. Ready for that?! 

  



Ok, that wraps up PhQ! 

  

Thanks for discovering this and feel free to talk about it online (with 

proper attribution when and where necessary)! 

  

Got questions? A testimonial you want to share? You can DM them to 

me. 

  

 

-Rion Kati 

https://facebook.com/rion.kati 

 

  

  

p.s. Please try and spell fotonic with the 'f' instead of 'ph' whenever 

possible when referring to the Theory or PhB (or you can spell it of 

course with the 'phi' itself as) 

 

p.p.s. I’ve added some additional support to extend this release (so 

technically it’s shorter than ‘UT’ if you don’t count the next 2 

components!) 

  

https://facebook.com/rion.kati


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GLOSSARY 
  

  

  

  

 

 



 

 

 

For this release; it made sense to include some simple and general 

definitions (as well as supportive context) with and around our 

concept in The Theory of φotonic Quanta power report itself here.  

  

This is as an indefinitive list (obviously because I'll remember things 

to add after v1.0 is released). I may also an updated Glossary to the 

upcoming PhB release. 

  

  

Simple Definitions: 

  

1-2 Archetypes; Rion's use of primary and secondary archetype 

essence quanta in doing energy or essence readings of ie. celebrities 

  

ie. JLO is often archetypally Diva-Goddess on stage. Extensions can 

easily be added to more accurately describe a person's archetype 

essence reading ie. Vixen-Lover Eros-Queen 

  

  



64 Siddhis; these are the 64 enlightened qualities in the spectrum of 

consciousness sourced in the 'I Ching' and 'Gene Keys' which Rion 

has re-purposed into practically doubling as literal beauty essences of 

chi signature radiation (of vibe and light truth) 

  

Examples include; Majesty, Peace, Grace, Unity, Sacrifice, Innocence, 

etc. 

 

We won't be delving into these specifics however φotonic Beauty 

v1.0+ should delve into the concept more as working beauty essences 

for allure transformation and essence consulting 

 

 

A-B Reality; Astro-Bio Physical reality and source of science 

perspectived ‘energy’ as referred to in the Uniphied Theory power 

report. One of the 2 predominant realities. 

 

  

Activations; a direct energetic transmission from a master to install 

codes into your energy body to assist awakening of (beauty) 

consciousness usually with a specific intention or fractal signature 

  



(ie. these are what most of my client sessions are; archetype, gift or 

siddhic activations which all include energy healing maintenance as 

part of the session. These can be booked @ here) 

  

Akashic; reference to the 'Akashic Records' where historical and 

holographic data is stored in the quantum Singularity (generally in 

the Mental plane or dimension) 

  

Alchemist; one who consciously practices the art of alchemy (usually 

in my world, referring to transmutation of consciousness) 

  

Alchemy; the conscious practice of transmutation..the metaphorical 

turning of lead into gold  

  

(usually transmutation of consciousness ie. from shadow or psyche fracture to 

integration, resolution or siddhic quality; ie. from unworthy frog into worthy 

prince consciousness and its corresponding presence) 

  

  

Allure; the engaging expression of feminine essenced chi quanta with 

and through the human aura (usually female) 

(This is my most updated 2023 definition) 

  

 



Allure; (2021 definition) 

  

“The circulation and expression of multi-dimensional feminine 

beauty essence in, with and through (her) image and presence” 

  

  

Allure Factor; a tool to visually gauge the amount of circulation of 

essenced allure circulating and breathing through a woman's aura on 

a 0-10 scale 

  

More info @ https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/ 

  

 

Allure Ratio; includes the Beauty Quotient to assess and maximize 

physical aesthetics and the Allure Factor 

  

More info @ https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/ 

 

   

Archetypal Beauty; presence and expression of authentic archetypal 

essenced quanta (as signature vibe and light-truth) in the plasmic 

sentience platform of chi evidenced in the human aura of the 

beholder 

https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/?phq
https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/?phq


  

ie. Lisa from BLACKPINK has Vixen (and Muse-Vixen) archetypal 

beauty in the 'Pink Venom' music video 

 

 

  
Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; Used under Fair Use copyright guidelines 

Archetypal Beauty really fits within the greater context of Fotonic 

Beauty itself so look for that upcoming release! 

  

  



Archetypes; Signature, immortal and iconic God-fractal aspects from 

the collective unconscious and conscious that exist within the multi-

dimensional construct of the Singularity of Sentience (aka 'God') 

  

A fully proper, justified 'best yet reveal' on Archetypes will be 

presented in the upcoming PhB release itself. You will hear things 

about archetypes that you've never heard before. 

  

  

Archetype Activations; In person or remote chi energy sessions that 

work directly on someone's light body to access and download 

specific and pure archetypal quanta from the higher-dimensional 

quantum field into the seat of the soul and auric-chakric embodiment 

to express more archetypal essenced beauty radiation (aka 'allure') 

  

I/Rion have full access to work with all archetypes through my own 

initiations in the Muse lineage to do any and all archetype activations 

(they do require client readiness and are sometimes denied ie. Daka 

Priest or Priestess activations). Muse Priestesses also gain these 

capabilities. 

  

  

Archetype Essences; (see 'Archetype Quanta') 

  



Remember quanta is the radiative spirit-truth substance of plasmic 

matter itself. Essences are literally encoded (usually liquid crystalline) 

spirit-matter quanta available in multiple dimensions 

   

Archetype Fractal/s; the specific reference to someone who is so 

embodied with a certain archetype, infused with their soul itself on 

the causal embodiment and expressive radiation level 

  

Another reference for someone who 'is' an archetype... "that retreat 

leader is a true queen or goddess" (they're that archetype fractal) or... 

  

ie. Onda from Everglow is clearly a Muse Fractal (aka a 'muse')" 

  

 



Copyright belongs to respective copyright holders; Used under Fair Use copyright guidelines 

  

Archetype Quanta; (aka 'Archetype Essence') 

  

The literal encoded substance of archetype signature radiant spirit-

matter codes or quanta (also known as 'archetype essence') within the 

Sentient-Singularity or that referred to as embodied in an individual; 

of any unique or mix of archetypal essence signature/s 

  

Archetype quanta exists as signature multi-band/dimensional 

frequencies liquid crystaline codes of spirit-plasma matter in the 

quantum collective of higher dimensions as well as the Akashic 

Records. 

  

Archetypes and their Spirit-Plasma Matter Light Quanta exist in the 

quantum Singularity itself (including Akashic Records) as different 

liquid crystalline signature essences. Many archetypes and their 

quanta are multi-band and exist within all dimensions except perhaps 

Monadic.   

  

Not all archetypes exist in the highest dimensions (such as cultural 

specific or astral-shadow archetypes).  

  



ie. Rion's archetype beauty activations literally invoke and download 

essenced archetype quanta (of a chosen archetype ie. Light Lover) 

into the seat of your soul and the rest of your chakric psyche 

cauldrons. 

  

  

Ascension; the general process of awakening to the truth of 

consciousness, alchemizing sentience from lower frequencies and 

shadows into greater siddhic truth closer to monadic source 

  

This can also include transmutation into liquid crystal carbon light 

body only (less dense) form 

  

  

Astral; referring to the 4th dimension, astral body layer of the aura or 

the 'astral realm' itself 

  

This is the awareness dimension (which has its own frequency 

spectrum) where many entities or discarnates exist as well as the 

sentient realms of hell 

  

Atmic; the atmic dimension within the Singularity of Sentient and/or 

the atmic aspect of a soul+body's aura 

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?phq


  

  

  

Attunements; Resources that are encoded with higher Truths that 

work through alchemical transmutation of consciousness through the 

Law of Resonance 

  

My (Rion's) Powerliminals are perfect example of attunements and 

archetype attunements. An important distinction when compared to 

activations is that attunements CAN be activating although are 

different in nature than activations. To get the most results from 

attunements, it is best that one becomes a specialized media 

alchemist. 

  

  

Aura; the multi-layered, light-bodied aspect of a soul in a human 

body with each layer corresponding to higher frequencies sourced in 

the Singular Sentience 

  

The aura is what allows beauty essence φotonic radiation, quantum 

attraction, connection and energetic influence on others. Many 

people only focus on the physical and mortal body itself yet the aura 

is represented of and connected to your immortal and divine self 

  

https://www.youtube.com/@powerliminals/videos


The auric field is divided into 7 layers to be explored further in PhB. 

  

  

  

Auric-Chakric; Rion's inclusive reference to the practical soul+human 

light-body as both chakric and auric in its prime components 

  

  

  

Auric Design; referenced from Human Design profile 'types' there are 

4 primary different auric designs amongst humanity that have 

everything to do with how people relate with them and how they 

experience life (as well as professional essence and beauty mastery) 

  

The auric designs are 'generators' (~70% of the population), 

'manifestors' (~6%), 'reflectors' (!1%) and 'projectors' (~23% of the 

population) 

  

(φB itself will delve further into the aura and auric designs itself) 

  

  

  



Awakening; similar to ascension...the process of individual or 

collective sentience awakening to that which obscures higher truth 

including the truth of Spirit and divine nature itself; awakening of 

consciousness and meta-physical reality away from attachment and 

conditions of form 

  

  

Beauty; the alchemical language of φotonic light and vibrational 

radiation from the human aura as the essenced chi-quanta spectrum 

of Goddess and Siddhic Truth 

  

This (which includes all archetypal quanta) I use as the highest truth 

definition of Beauty and thereby is codexed for the evolution and 

ascension of the Beauty industry itself. Remember that holistic 

beauty includes BOTH your essenced, higher dimensional beauty and 

your physical form beauty; both of which literally show up and are 

communicating in ALL visual medium. 

  

The lower truth of Beauty would be the beauty conditioning as we 

know it that is centralized around soft-maxing aesthetics and 

accentuating physical looks; the literal superficial beauty of skin-deep 

form 

  

  



Beauty Priestess; Rion's concept of 'siddhic sitting' with a woman 

who has cultivated her radiation to fotonic levels and thereby could 

transform someone through attunement into coherence with her 

higher frequency beauty. 

  

The concept is that instagram and beauty influencers could make 

money 'sitting' for fans as paying clients (or demonstrations) and end 

up having deeper and transformational impact and influence on their 

people. Beauty Priestess is inspired from the Muse Priestess concept 

and the core of it being the Presence of Fotonic, alchemical light-

bending beauty itself. 

  

  

Beauty Quotient; One half (1/2, .5 ;) of Rion's 'Allure Ratio' 

  

More info @ https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/ 

 

  

Body Language; often used as a reference to cue into someone's non-

verbal behavior and read intuitive signs about them 

  

Although body language is often accurate; I/Rion views this value 

paradigm as a more limited way of reading people because it is based 

https://sexychi.com/beauty-essence-assessment-tools/?phq


on the physical paradigm with some cues into physiological truth 

(usually a mix of etheric, astral and physical) 

  

  

  

  

Buddhic; the buddhic dimension within the Singularity of Sentient 

and/or the atmic aspect of a soul+body's aura 

  

(see more in PhB or in the Gene Keys book) 

  

  

Causal; referring to the causal or soul-centric dimension of sentient 

reality as well as the 'causal' body of a soul+person's aura 

  

  

Chakra/s; the multi-dimensional soul and psyche centers that feed life 

force, post-natal chi, codes and other information to and from the 

human body and quantum spirit connection. Chakras are entwined 

with layers of the aura and its higher frequencies as well 

  



Chakras ARE related to aspects of the subconscious psyche. UT and 

PhQ are in alignment with popular ancient, practical and working 

wisdom with the chakras 

  

Yes; chakras can literally be felt by trained energy (chi) practitioners. 

All humans have chakras 

  

  

Chakric-Auric; (see 'Auric-Chakric') 

  

  

Charisma; the impactful expression of (mostly) masculine essenced 

chi quanta with and through the human aura (or through a 

masculinized shell in a woman) 

  

  

  

Chi; (aka, ‘qi’, ‘ki’, ‘prana’, ‘orgone’) The energy format and Presence 

of the singular multi-dimensional sentience. Also known as Spirit-

plasma or 'the force of life'.  

(noun) 

  



Chi (also known as 'qi', 'ki', 'prana' or 'orgone') is the multi-

dimensional spirit-matter life force energy format of all sentience that 

is capable to conduct and transmit any and all frequencies of 

vibrational light and radiation sourced in Spirit reality through the 

soul+human aura (and other sentient life).  

  

Chi is akin to space plasma in many senses, yet the source of φotonic 

light instead of the sun, is the soul+human aura.  

  

Another term for it is the quantum, divine intelligent 'Presence of 

God or Spirit' itself (as the platform for any and all frequencies, 

fractals or archetypes of consciousness). 

  

φq Theory values chi as the plasmic 'energy format' sourced in the 

Oneness of sentient reality (as per Uniφied Theory which also says 

that all sentient life has some form of chi including the plant 

kindgom albeit at lower, limited frequency and access to the 

spectrum).  

 

When a human or mammal dies, the soul-chi life force leaves the 

body and transmutes back into the formless into higher pre-existent 

dimensions of sentience. 

  

To give another highlighting example; reference the scientific, 

biological universe's value of energy when it comes to the human; 



  

    ‘Energy’ 

(Oxford languages); the strength and vitality required for sustained 

physical or mental activity. 

ie. "Changes in the levels of vitamins can affect energy and well-

being" 

  

See how 'energy' is limited merely to physical and biological 

processes (with humans) from bio-scientific interpretation? This is 

where nutrition, calories burned and 'energy drinks' or 'coffee' come 

in to support your daily 'energy' levels to 'wake up productive' and so 

forth. 

  

Western science simply doesn't translate energy over to the human 

aura and multi-dimensional consciousness (nor the 'types' of essences 

as forms of energy because it doesn't essentially accept or respect they 

are sourced differently).  

  

For example; You're either 'high energy' or 'low energy' 

physiologically (ie.) according to their lens. How rudimentary! 

  

So we're really missing almost the entirety of everything else 

including languaging and concepts that work with other prime forms 

of human energy; therefore it may be time to accept a theory that 



does cover everything else (further research into Uniφied Theory can 

help you 'make the case' for chi and the multi-d sentience of Spirit).  

  

φq proposes that 'chi' is the entire missing piece as force of life multi-

dimensional spirit-matter or 'sentient energy' itself.  

  

Humans and animals when living all hold and transmit 'chi'. 

Accordingly to Uniφied Theory (and as previously mentioned); so 

does the plant kingdom but to a lesser and limited degree. 

  

  

Chi Kung; (aka qi gong) Eastern (Chinese) influenced practice of 

internal life-force spirit energy cultivation 

  

Practiced for 100’s to 1000s of years by qi gong and tai chi 

practitioners. 

  

  

Codes; packets of higher dimensional and encoded spirit-matter 

quanta (ie. φotons) with certain qualities within consciousness. Most 

codes can potentially be accessed and embodied because of quantum 

connection  

      



ie. "Different archetypal essences have different liquid-crystalized 

codes in higher dimensions" or "one can access the Akashic for 

ancient Priestess codes" 

  

  

  

Consciousness; (see 'Sentience') 

  

I use the term 'sentience' more with Uniphied Theory and PhQ 

because consciousness is used so often and also because sentience has 

a more palpable connect with the 'presence' of the breath of life-spirit 

itself 

  

Dark Archetypes; Dark aspects (and encoded chi-quanta) of the 

iconic signatures within the collective-sentience 

  

I differentiate between Dark and Shadow aspects where shadow are 

the destructive, manipulative, corruptive aspects as compared to 

healthy dark properties like that which is sourced in the dark 

feminine void or 'womb'. 

  

Example; Dark Eros being more in touch with earthly, clean lower 

astral, sensual and darker sexual and primal qualities. My Eros 

attunement (masculine) takes you through both Dark and Light 



aspects in the free youtube version. You can also check out the 'Dark 

Goddess' Powerliminal on my youtube channel 

  

Most archetype quanta activations I do are Light by default unless 

pre-approved and requested otherwise like a 50/50 light/dark mix or 

full dark if someone is stable enough. 

  

  

  

Divine; generally referring to the meta-physical spiritual reality of 

multi-dimensional sentience beyond the physical realm...that sourced 

of spirit and usually referring to highly purified aspects 

  

  

Divine Feminine; literally the meta-physical spiritual sentience of 

feminine consciousness and essence (and that which can be 

practically accessed, embodied and expressed (as spirit-quanta) within 

soul+bodies; properties of the impersonal and immortal feminine 

which exists (as codes, quanta, essences) in the collective quantum 

field 

  

More specifically the archetypal, siddhic, immortal, timeless, 

Goddess-fractal feminine essence, truth and qualities as tangible spirit 

fotonic quanta that as essences can be embodied and expressed 



influencing consciousness, self-identity and self-image beyond the 

limits of the personalize egoic-self identity and conditioning 

  

  

  

Divine Masculine;  literally the meta-physical spiritual sentience of 

masculine consciousness and essence (and that which can be 

practically accessed, embodied and expressed (as spirit-quanta) within 

soul+bodies. Aka properties of the impersonal and immortal 

masculine which exist (as codes, quanta, essences) in the collective 

quantum field 

  

More specifically the archetypal/iconic, mythic, siddhic, immortal, 

timeless, God-fractal feminine essence, truth and qualities as tangible 

spirit fotonic quanta that as essences can be embodied and expressed 

influencing consciousness, behavior, values, self-identity and self-

image beyond the limits of the personalize egoic-self identity and 

conditioning 

  

  

Divine Union; (see Hieros Gamos, Grail) 

  

  



Egregore; the concept of psychic conglomerations in the astral 

dimension amassed around a certain subject 

  

ie. "the demonic shadow-grid egregore of 4chan trolls" 

  

  

Elementals; Elemental chi that is sourced in the spirit-sentient reality 

and/in how it interacts with the A-B (molecular) Reality; ie. water, 

earth, air, water chi 

  

Practical for chi kung, tai chi and certain energy work. The human 

energy (plasmic chi) body as the Tao have known for many years has 

organs with different elemental qualities or polarity associated with 

them 

  

  

Emanation; (see 'Radiance') the concept of either bio-photonic or 

most always φotonic chi radiation as vibe and light truth expression 

from someone's presence 

  

  

Embodiment; (see 'Presence') 

  



Referring to embodiment of one or more different forms of spirit-

matter chi quanta (aka 'essences') in one's light body. 

  

  

  

Energy; Energy as understood, sourced and used in the Astro-

Biological Physical Reality. 

(noun) 

  

"Power derived from the utilization of physical or chemical resources, 

especially to provide light and heat or to work machines". (Oxford 

languages) 

  

There are different definitions and uses of (physical universe) 

'energy'.  

  

Examples include nuclear, solar photonic, chemical, hydro-electric, 

physical-kinetic, etc. as forms of energy. 

  

In other words; φq agrees with all popular science understanding and 

definitions of energy related to the astro-bio physical universe 

including the biological functions and processes of animals and 

humans; yet believes that science is limited to the other prime form 



of energy that soul+humans also carry (which finally opens the door 

to answer all unanswered questions). 

  

  

Energy Healing; classic term for energy healing or vibrational 

medicine work from a practitioner to, for, on and with someone's 

energy body 

  

Energy Healing can affect the etheric (physical reflection), astral and 

other layers on up (based on the power and abilities of the 

practitioner). Energy healing can have great benefits including lower 

biological age, de-stress, preventing cancer, healing tumours, 

wellness, vitality, etc. which can and does affect the physical body 

itself yet is not the same as Western 'physical' medicine 

  

Although 'energy healing' and energy work are often the terms used, 

I'd encourage people to start differentiating more between the 2 co-

existent realities (as per 'UT'). I, myself (me, myself & Irene) may 

start exfiltrating and out-processing my use of 'energy' when it comes 

to working with chi, client remote 'energy' work and quantum 

connection because it's really all the Presence of Sentience as chi 

(spirit) energy rather than bio-energy. 

  

Remote Viewing as another example is possible because of quantum 

connection sourced in the Singularity of Sentience. 



  

  

Enlightenment; (see 'siddhic') when related to human sentience and 

consciousness; awakening of awareness to higher frequency 

impersonal truth and illumination of the Singularity and different 

signatures of sentience within it (ie. siddhis). 

  

Siddhic enlightenment itself is mixed with the DNA and 

soul+human's bio-chemistry as well as its connection in the quantum 

Singularity of Multi-dimensional sentience 

  

  

  

Epigenetic; the concept that DNA itself is programmable and 

influenced by nurture and environment (and not only from 

genetically encoded nature) 

  

"Epigenetic influences often determine how twins end up being very 

different later in life" 

  

How I/Rion use the term 'epigenetic' itself is often in relation to PhQ 

and PhB is in terms of the epigenetic influence of Fotonic Beauty on 

someone's DNA itself 



  

  

Essence/s; a signature quality or frequency of spirit-truth as a 

vibrational/light wave of radiative quanta sourced in the Singularity 

of Multi-D Sentience itself (and most definitely NOT sourced in the 

astro-bio physical universe).  

  

Essences radiate from the human aura and are captured and encoded 

as fotonic light waves which have unique qualities and are also 

known as signatures of beauty or power itself. The essences 

themselves ARE fotonic, alchemical and powerful; they HAVE that 

influence; it’s just about purifying your consciousness and accessing 

them for your own expressed beauty. 

  

Yes; essences are codes (encoded spirit matter) sourced in chi-sentient 

radiation as QUANTA and are classified generally as elemental, auric 

(Human Design), soul, archetypal and siddhic which as unique codes 

exist in multiple dimensions. These can include cross-references to 

divine masculine and feminine essences or codes. 

  

With that said, IN the A-B physical universe - essences can also refer 

to chemical molecular compounds in some occasions (like essential 

oils, flower essence tinctures or homeopathy) but how φq uses 

essences is purely sourced in the spectrum of chi-sentient radiation 

  



(See 'Beauty Essences'); There are over 100+ known beauty essences 

as unique signature flavors of quanta for auric beauty radiance. These 

include archetype essences (or 'quanta'), elemental, individual soul 

signature, gift and siddhic essences (124 signatures referenced to the 

Gene Keys spectrum of consciousness). Sexy Chi introduces these on-

site. 

  

  

  

E3; Essence, Embodiment, Expression: Rion's terminology as a 

foundation for transformational charisma and allure work related 

with the practical light-body, chakric psyche and aura itself. 

  

ie. Archetypal quanta as purified essences is added to the seat of the 

soul chakra and then channeled (as an activation) into chakric 

embodiment of each chamber and then activated for expression. 

  

Generally embodiment equates to 'presence' and expression relates to 

literal breathingness of essences (as chi quanta) aka 'allure' or 

'charisma' itself 

  

E3 has been core to Rion's practical charisma and allure 

transformation work for years and fits right into PhQ and PhB itself. 

  



  

Etheric; the physical body's invisible counterpart otherwise known as 

the base of the aura above the physical body itself 

  

  

  

Fotonic; (see φotonic) > Another spelling for 'φotonic' that is more 

romanized. 

  

Also; this is the spelling of the website itself of fotonicbeauty.com 

although Rion will intentionally and randomly swap different 

spellings here and there for fotonic (ie. 'φ', 'f', 'ph' or 'Φ') because of 

the interplay between divine spiritual and bio-physical reality 

 

Fractal; Often referring to an individuated signature lineage, 

archetype or frequency band, its history and encoding within 

sentience itself 

  

ie. The Ancient Archetypal Muse fractal has recently bifurcated into 

a new Grail Priestess fractal of Muse 

  

 

Fractals; (plural) Often referring to more than one fractal 



  

ie. the archetypes are their own God-aspect fractals (or lines) 

  

  

  

Gene Keys; a wondrous method or platform for self-discovery, 

awakening and alchemical transmutation of consciousness 

  

Also ,the root of the 'spectrum of consciousness' and source reference 

for Siddhis (and then Siddhic Beauty in Rion's verbiage) 

  

If you are called to explore more @ Gene Keys 

  

Glossary; an alphabetical list of w--, ok (literally this) 

  

  

God; 

  

  

Haha..Ok...fine! I will add that Uniφied Theory would propose God 

as 'all that is'; adding together both the astrological space-cosmos and 

https://genekeys.com/ref/1901/


biological reality with all of its 'energy' PLUS the Monadic 

Singularity of Multi-Dimensional Sentience Itself.  

  

For more consciousness research, look into the first book in this 

trilogy; 'Uniφied Theory'. Rupert Spira and Dr. David Hawkins are 

other top recommendations. UT proposes religions themselves as 

different fractals within the Singularity. 

  

  

  

Golden Ratio, The; (also known as 'phi' or 'φ') 

  

The number phi, often known as the golden ratio, is a mathematical 

concept that people have known about since the time of the ancient 

Greeks. It is an irrational number like pi and e, meaning that its terms 

go on forever after the decimal point without repeating.  

  

Over the centuries, a great deal of lore has built up around phi, such 

as the idea that it represents perfect beauty or is uniquely found 

throughout nature. 

-https://www.livescience.com/37704-phi-golden-ratio.html 

  

  



Grail; short-form for 'sacred reunification', 'reunified', 'hieros gamos', 

'sacred union' or 'divine union' referring to divine (archetypal and 

siddhic higher dimensional) masculine and feminine consciousness 

  

ie. The Grail Archetypes are especially rare and powerful 

  

 

Grail Magii; the few in the world who are activated, reunified in 

divine masculine and feminine consciousness and are able to serve 

transformational work to others on their grail path 

  

Ie; “Rion and the Muse Priestess are Grail Magii” 

  

  

Grail Priestess; A woman who has been activated into priestess 

service and is also reunified in her psyche, consciousness and allure in 

relation to the divine masculine (aka 'grailed') 

  

ie. Muse Priestess is a Grail Priestess within the new Muse fractal 

line. Other grail priestesses may be Sophia or Rose line priestesses 

  

  



To find out more, please visit https://grailpriestess.com As a 

universalized concept and term; Rion doesn't 'own' Grail Priestess, 

nor is there any one single woman who can claim herself to be 'THE' 

Grail Priestess (archetypes belong to the collective). With that said, 

Rion is a sentinel and guardian for the concept of Grail Priestess. 

  

  

Grid-working; 4D+ sorcery that is done to affect grids, energetic 

constructs, aggregates or egregores (usually in geo-physical locations) 

  

Use it in a sentence today; ie. 'Rion Kati is arguably L.A.'s most 

powerful grid-worker' 

  

  

Hierogamy; the alchemical fusion and experience of Reunified Sexual 

Love between God and Goddess consciousness in the bedroom...it is 

templatized in 'divine union' and is a relational template far beyond 

soulmates 

  

  

Hieros Gamos; a Greek sourced term for 'sacred union', reunification 

or ‘divine union’ of God consciousness masculine and Goddess 

  

https://grailpriestess.com/?phq


The future of the relationship market; hieros gamos is beyond soul-

mate or twin flame templates. Rion is a Source Remembrance Hieros 

Gamos guide as well as Grail Magii. 

  

  

Holy Grail, The; My definition will not be revealed here!  

  

Please reference my/Rion's 'Calling of the Kingmaker' report @ 

https://grailpriestess.com  

  

  

Human Design; an incredibly practical and powerful method of 

spiritual and self-understanding 

  

Inspiration for Gene Keys as well as Auric Design. More info @ 

jovianarchive.com or youtube searches 

  

  

Image; the photonic or fotonic multi-dimensional capture or 

recording and representation of light information 

  

https://grailpriestess.com/?phq
https://jovianarchive.com/


Fotonic image (always the case with humans) always includes higher 

dimensional plasmic vibrational and light information beyond the 

visible spectrum itself 

  

(Note; the Fotonic Beauty report itself will feature more images and 

examples OF fotonic beauty as I chose to keep PhQ really stream-

lined) 

  

  

Kingmaker; (see Grail Priestess) a woman embodying divine feminine 

qualities usually in a priestess role in service to and awakening of the 

divine masculine consciousness into Kingship (often working directly 

with private, paying clients) 

  

Interested in more? Discover my/Rion's 'Calling of the Kingmaker' @ 

https://grailpriestess.com 

  

There's also the Grail Priestess Powerliminal 

 Law of Resonance, The; the power of coherence and alchemical 

attunement to a stronger (amplitude) or higher frequency...similar to 

a tuning fork of the same signature that resonates across the room and 

makes sound when one is struck 

  

https://grailpriestess.com/?phq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5bskcHp1nM


The LOR is a means of alchemical transmutation of consciousness 

from lower frequencied consciousness or experience through 

attunement into resonance and coherence with a higher frequency or 

higher truth 

  

Rion's Powerliminal archetype attunements for example work magic 

through the Law of Resonance to 'attune' to archetypal truths 

 

  

  

Light; referencing of the entire EMF spectrum when referring to the 

Astro-Bio Physical universe/reality (A-B) including all frequencies 

including and beyond the human visible spectrum AND the nature of 

radiation of chi as its own frequency spectrum of the multi-

dimensional Singularity of Sentience 

  

Light quanta itself (which comprises everything we see and higher 

frequencies we cannot see; including in photographs) is photons and 

φotons (corresponding to the source of energy and chi respectively to 

both bio and spirit realities) 

  

Light also represents the general higher frequency nature of 

vibrational sentience as its spirit-truth testament (chi). Gene Key 

related universal 'siddhis' for example would have their own 

signature essence light truth. 

https://www.youtube.com/@powerliminals/videos


  

  

Light-Truth; a short-hand reference to key into someone's authentic 

auric light radiation (usually causal layers on up). Often used in 

relation to specific essences, codified state of mind, mood or tone 

  

ie. 'You can really feel that artist's (archetypal beauty) Muse light-

truth in that latest music video...it's really powerful' 

  

  

  

Lightworking Codes, The; Rion Kati's literal methodology for chi-

based in person and remote energy healing and essence activations; 

sourced in the Muse lineage but drawing upon some aspects of basic 

chi kung and reiki 

  

Only Muse Priestesses and any select future apprentices would be 

initiated and learn this versatile and powerful format of chi energy 

work (including healing and activations) 

  

  



Meta-Physical; the general referral to that which practically exists 

beyond the physical dimensional (aka 'the 3rd dimension according 

to Uniphied Theory' and other spiritual teachings) 

  

This can include the etheric layers of the soul+human on up, 

discarnates, thought forms and so forth; usually all referring to the 

spirit-nature of the quantum singularity as compared to particle 

physics 

  

  

  

Monad; another term for the Singularity of Sentience, God or 

Oneness itself at its highest Truth-nature 

  

 

Monadic; the quality of the Singularity and its quantum connection 

through which all sentient and multi-dimensional life and awareness 

is connected 

  

  

 



Multi-Dimensional; Referring to multiple dimensions or frequency 

layers usually within the spectrum of multi-dimensional sentience 

and its vibrational and light emanation 

  

When referring to the aura, layers corresponding to the same 

dimension of consciousness ie. causal layer with the causal frequency 

dimension 

  

See Uniphied Theory @ fotonicbeauty.com for more information on 

the Dimensions of Reality 

  

  

   

Muse; an ancient, Divine Feminine, prime Grail archetype Goddess 

(Sophianic) fractal. Aka ‘The Queen of Celebration, Music and Dance’ 

  

Discover more with the Muse Attunement 

  

(Note; I'm not listing all known archetypes here in PhQ, yet chose to 

highlight this one and could write books on Her) 

  

  

  

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RNJi_smWBM


Muse Priestess; a woman trained and initiated into the Muse Priestess 

Source (or other sprouting) lineage as a Kingmaking Grail Priestess 

with levels of fotonic, alchemical beauty herself and many priestess 

skills and powers 

  

Note; Rion Kati is the guardian and key-holder to the Muse Priestess 

Source Lineage. The first graduates will be in autumn 2023 and 

revealed publicly. 

  

 

Phi; (see ‘φ’) The Golden Ratio as used in mathematics and physics. 

  

 

Photography; the technical and artistic skill and method of capturing 

photonic light images 

  

  

Photons; subatomic light particles which can act both as waves and 

particles sourced in the non-sentient physical, mechanical universe 

(sourced in Einstein's work) 

  

 



Photonic; the nature of light itself in the physical and quantum 

universe as in being of subatomic light particles (of photons).  

  

Radiation or Light in the EMF spectrum exists as different 

frequencies including invisible ones outside of our visible spectrum 

and yet they are still photonic (ie; photonic gamma or solar sun 

radiation) 

  

  

  

Pixel; "In digital imaging, a pixel(or picture element) is the smallest 

item of information in an image. Each pixel is a sample of an original 

image, where more samples typically provide more-accurate 

representations of the original.” -Northcoast photo 

  

Pixels are the smallest indivisible transversions of photonic (light) 

information into a digital visual format -Rion 

   

  

φ; (pronounced 'phi' on its own or the 'ff' sound when in a word 

which replaces 'ph') the Greek concept in physics and mathematics 

known as the 'Golden Ratio' (see 'Golden Ratio, The'). I use it as 

defined in this Glossary and through the Theory of φotonic Quanta 

  



Note; 'φ' is also also the Russian/Ukrainian alphabet version of 'f' 

  

φotography; (aka ‘fotography’) Visual images or photos of humans 

denoting their source and encoding of φotonic radiation 

  

Note; ALL photography of humans is effectively φotography, it just 

simply helps to source the type of energy (chi) as different from non-

sentient photonic light 

  

The difference between general photonic information and φotons 

gets quantum fast because anything as φotonic light is sourced in the 

Singularity and thereby holographically accessible by advanced 

psychics like myself to 'read or decode certain information' even 

without seeing the image 

  

  

φotonic; (aka ‘fotonic’) the nature of sentient sourced chi radiation 

  

The radiative nature of spirit-plasma vibration or light which can be 

transmitted through the multi-dimensional sentience platform of chi 

(ie. through the human aura) which can also be recorded and 

captured (and decoded) in 'normal' visible spectrum photons. 

  



It's important to highlight that photons and φotons can co-exist 

because of the fusion of both non-sentient and sentient reality ie. any 

photos of humans include both photons and φotons as φotons are 

transcoded mechanically into digital media for example as literal 

photons. Basically it takes practical psychic awareness to decode and 

see the φotonic chi essences and qualities that exist beyond the 

physical. 

  

  

φotonic Beauty; Feminine or biological female auric vibrational and 

light radiation that has alchemical, transmutational and epigenetic 

influencing levels of power whether in live presence or through 

encoded* visual media 

  

Also known as beauty, live embodied presence or visual image media 

of a feminine being that has φoto-chemical, radiative influence 

  

For the masculine, see 'φotonic Charisma' 

  

(*All visual medium of humans ARE holographically encoded as 

φotonic data; it's just that fewer people have the higher frequency 

'star' quality of auric vibration and light radiation from chi essences 

that bends and attunes other people's psyche's, DNA and aura itself) 

  



(Note; This PhQ v1.0 definition for sure will continue going through 

other upgrades towards more clarity) 

  

  

φotonic Charisma; Masculine essenced or biological masculine 

human auric vibrational and light radiation that has alchemical, 

transmutational and epigenetic influencing levels of power whether 

in live presence or through encoded* visual media 

  

Also known as φoto-chemical presence (and sometimes 'swag'). 

  

Essentially, true charisma itself IS φotonic with it's higher frequency 

plasmic-chi radiation; it just helps to describe what's going on more 

accurately 

  

  

  

φotonic Gaze; a reference to alchemical, epigenetic influencing levels 

of multi-dimensional power or beauty in and through someone's eye 

contact 

  

  



φotons; Individual spirit-sourced plasmic chi LIGHT particles or 

quanta (φotonic truth-matter) of any frequency, dimension, code or 

quality 

ie. That one artist (Sana here from TWICE) is especially encoded with 

(and emanating of) Lover-Muse φotons 

 

 

Copyright belongs to JYP Entertainment. Used under fair use copyright guidelines 

  

Remember, the difference between photons and φotons is that 

photons are sourced in the astro-bio physical reality of 'energy' 

known to science and photography vs. φotons are light particles (aka 

'essences') from the sentient-spirit reality of φotonic Beauty itself.  

  



The Beauty essenced φotons themselves literally cannot and do not 

exist as sourced in the mechanical universe itself (ie. on a rocky sea 

cliff overlooking the Gold Coast which you can visualize). 

  

  

Plasma; (in the Astro-Bio Physical universe) a charged, ionic state of 

matter like an electron soup most similar to a gas that can generate its 

own photons and can act as a medium for other frequencies to be 

conducted 

  

99%+ of the visible universe is plasma. Earthly fire, aurora borealis 

and the sun are plasmic 

  

"Plasma is often called “the fourth state of matter,” along with solid, 

liquid and gas. Just as a liquid will boil, changing into a gas when 

energy is added, heating a gas will form a plasma – a soup of 

positively charged particles (ions) and negatively charged particles 

(electrons)." - https://www.psfc.mit.edu/vision/what_is_plasma# 

  

(See additional 'plasma research' towards the end of this report. We're 

not referring to blood plasma). 

  

Plasma, Chi; (chi plasma) Uniφied Theory and Theory of φotonic 

Quanta propose that the format of 'chi' (as presence of Spirit-

https://www.psfc.mit.edu/vision/what_is_plasma


Sentience) is spirit-plasma rather than 'energy' as known in the 

mechanical universe 

  

  

Power; A-B Reality version 

(noun) Oxford Languages 

  

1. the ability to do something or act in a particular way, especially as 

a faculty or quality. 

  

2. the capacity or ability to direct or influence the behavior of others 

or the course of events. 

"she had me under her power" 

  

My definition 2023: 

  

Power; (in the world of fotonic beauty refers to) embodied power as 

quality and quantity of chi quanta in ones Presence; generally the 

masculine quality of embodied spirit life-force (chi) whereas 'beauty' 

is the more feminine essenced embodiment of spirit-sentience quanta 

  

  



  

Presence; the vehicle through which God-Spirit and all Feminine 

Light-Truth as Sentience could emanate with and through someone 

radiantly in the moment of now 

  

I understand there are other definitions, but we're sticking with PhB 

related termina 

  

  

Priestess; ((referring to the archetypal, general Priestess or (when 

lower case) 'priestess' as an individual priestess)) Priestess is a divine 

feminine consciousness as an archetypal identity that has sacred 

healing powers, is usually initiated (into a lineage or 'fractal') and is in 

soul service to others (whom may often be qualified to work with 

her) 

  

And yes; of course there is encoded Priestess fotonic quanta itself as 

essence; the conscious-sentience is imbued with it 

  

 

Psychic; the general ability to sense, read, interpret or decode etheric, 

astral or higher dimensional truth qualities about someone or 

something. Heightened perception.  

  



φq and Rion both value the practicality of interpreting higher 

dimensional truth rather than the more 'subjective interpretation' or 

future reading cliche of 'psychics'. 

  

  

Photonic Quanta; batches of photons as energetic (bio-physical) light 

particles that would be AS electro-magnetic or simply frequency 

vibration and light; these (when spelled as 'ph') are sourced in 

quantum physics and the popular science itself of the astro bio-

physical reality 

  

This is a KEY definition right here! (Disclaimer; it might be slightly 

different than the theory introduction)>> 

  

φotonic Quanta; batches of φotons chi light particles (spirit-sentient) 

that may be of similar or varying frequencies 

  

φotonic Quanta emanates or radiates from angels for example in 

higher dimensions but normally and for practical purposes; φotonic 

quanta emanates as sentience-radiation from humans. It is the more 

specific spirit-particles or 'codes' of spirit-matter 

  



All of which when emanated from humans would be captured as 

encoded φotonic data in photography or video whether it is visible or 

not (remember; we're used to just focusing on 3rd form).  

  

Another way to think of φotonic quanta is the plasma-matter of 

multi-dimensional light essences (as in the actual Goddess presence 

'matter') which would be captured in media whether in the visible 

spectrum or not (the good news here is that yes you can learn to 'see' 

them because higher frequency essences DO mix with the energy of 

the physical body itself so we can translate and decode them). 

  

Note: This is the literal definition and remember that the 'Theory of 

PhQ' is a longer short-form and then paragraphical concept itself 

  

Another note; practically in doing allure transformation work and 

with fotonic beauty, it's more realistic that someone is going to have a 

MIX of archetypal or siddhic φotonic quanta (or 'light' expression 

essences) in their energy body rather than only one pure frequency 

essence 

  

  

Quanta; a plural amount or batch of subatomic particles either from 

the Astro-Bio Physical reality of 'energy' or the multi-dimensional 

sentience of 'chi'  

  



Usually we will refer to photonic or φotonic quanta as light particles 

(which can also act as waves according to Einstein's proven theorum) 

  

  

Quantum; an individual particle from either the energetic bio-

physical reality or chi particle/code (spirit-sentient reality) that 

cannot be broken down any further; the smallest possible unit of ie. 

light = photon (as a quantum) or an electron quantum 

  

Other examples could be; a Goddess φoton quantum or a Vixen 

φoton quantum of encoded chi spirit-light particle (which would be 

roughly translated into photonic reality as a Goddess pixel) JLO often 

embodies Goddess. 

  

  

Quantum Connection; the general ability of soul+humans to be 

connected in the full range to all dimensions and aspects of 

consciousness because of the quantum nature of the Singularity 

which is Monadic at its highest Truth 

  

This framework sourced in the Singularity of Sentience-Spirit 

includes access to psychic powers, akashic records, remote viewing, 

remote healing, power of prayer, etc. 

  



 

Quantum Mechanics; (wiki) Quantum mechanics is a fundamental 

theory in physics that provides a description of the physical 

properties of nature at the scale of atoms and subatomic particles. It is 

the foundation of all quantum physics including quantum chemistry, 

quantum field theory, quantum technology, and quantum 

information science 

  

  

Quantum Physics; Quantum physics is the study of matter and energy 

at the most fundamental level. It aims to uncover the properties and 

behaviors of the very building blocks of nature. While many 

quantum experiments examine very small objects, such as electrons 

and photons, quantum phenomena are all around us, acting on every 

scale. - https://scienceexchange.caltech.edu/topics/quantum-science-explained/quantum-physics 

  

  

Radiance; (when referring to humans or animals) the concept of 

either bio-photonic or most always φotonic chi radiation as vibe and 

light truth from someone's presence 

  

  

Radiation; (A-B Reality) Radiation is energy that comes from a source 

and travels through space at the speed of light. This energy has an 

electric field and a magnetic field associated with it, and has wave-

https://scienceexchange.caltech.edu/topics/quantum-science-explained/quantum-physics


like properties. You could also call radiation “electromagnetic waves” 

- https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/radiation/what_is.html 

  

  

Sentience; (see 'Uniphied Theory' for further exploration) the multi-

dimensional Omniscient Observer of monadic God consciousness; the 

spirit of life itself through all living things as witnesser with spirit-

sourced chi denoting the 'presence' of sentience itself 

  

  

  

Siddhi; enlightened, high frequency qualities or signature essences 

within the Spirit spectrum of sentient radiative chi. Usually I center 

these around the 64 siddhis referenced as core of the Gene Keys 

wisdom yet it can refer to any enlightened quality and its emanation 

  

  

Siddhic; the overall quality of a siddhi or siddhis (see 'Siddhi') 

  

  

Siddhic Sitting; the concept of alchemically attuning to the presence 

of someone (like an authentic spiritual guru or starlet) with fotonic 

levels of alchemical beauty or charisma radiation..a direct form of 

https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/radiation/what_is.html


alchemical transmutation of consciousness via attunement which 

works through the Law of Resonance 

  

  

Sophia; the Divine Feminine aspect of God and God consciousness.  

  

Arguably, the Monadic is split with the Divine Feminine or Holy 

Mother aka 'Sophia'. Gnostic Sophia Principle was historically known 

and yet suppressed throughout religious history. The Haga Sofia is 

part of this. Sophia in many ways was and is a threat to most 

patriarchal religions and their values or doctrine. 

  

Dark Sophia btw has been completely hijacked by astral forces and is 

essentially the inverse of Light also known as the Dark (Shadow) 

Mother; there is no known pure dark Sophia consciousness whereas 

other Dark archetypes can be access in purity. Theocratically one 

could argue that Sophia is the 'Mother' of Gaia as well as all other 

divine feminine ancient archetypal fractals. 

  

  

Sophianic; referring to the Sophia principle or codes 

  

  



  

Soul; the true identity of an individual (which carries quantum 

connection to the Oneness of Spirit) that resides in higher 

dimensional sentience Singularity and yet can incarnate into a 

physical vessel or body 

  

Soul+Body; (see Soul+Human)..Rion’s reference often to the more 

accurate definition of human light-body and body setting a 

foundation for multi-dimensional allure transformation rather than 

just aesthetic physical mastery 

  

 

Soul+Human; the more accurate definition of what humans are; used 

to delineate from only being physical and to remind that we are both 

primal and divine 

  

 

Soul Signature; generally referring to someone's unique soul essence, 

embodiment and expression 

  

The more conditioning someone has in their chakric psyche, the 

more convoluted and less room there is to literally embody and exude 

soul vibe and light emanation 

  



  

Spirit; (see Uniφied Theory) The source of all sentience. The general 

term for the multi-dimensional sentience behind with, through and 

of all living things through all of history itself; also known as 

Oneness, Singularity, God 

  

  

  

Spirituality; the awakening journey and discovery of exploring the 

greater truth of (and one's identity in) the singular multi-dimensional 

sentience 

  

  

Swag; a slang term for a man with palpable fotonic-kinetic charisma + 

unique style 

  

  

Tai Chi; (aka 'tai qi') Eastern, Chinese sourced practice of energy 

cultivation with form movements; similar to Chi Kung, however 

focused more on extrinsic heaven and earth energies (chi) 

  

  

  



Theory of φotonic Quanta; (literally, this)  

  

Rion Kati's theory that provides the foundational beauty+charisma 

science and infra-structure for professional essence consulting and 

transformation 

  

  

  

Uniφied Theory; my/Rion's 'theory of everything' which is always 

available @ https://fotonicbeauty.com 

  

Download the full pdf to immerse into Uniφied Theory on site there. 

  

  

  

Vibe-Truth; a short-hand reference to key into someone's authentic 

astral (4D) or astral-kinetic radiation. Often used in relation to 

specific essences, codified state of mind, mood or tone 

  

ie. 'You can really feel that artist's vibe-truth in that latest music 

video...it really sets a mood' 

  

https://fotonicbeauty.com/?phq


 

Vibrational Universe; the underlying reality of the A-B Physical 

universe including quantum physics and the new discovery of 

astrological gravitational waves  

(https://www.yahoo.com/news/experiment-reaches-across-galaxy-heard-113000108.html) 

  

(See Law of Resonance, The) 

‘UT’ and ‘φq’ propose that the spiritual reality of sentience is also a 

vibrational spectrum of reality that isn't sourced in EMF; yet rather in 

multi-dimensional sentient consciousness itself (also known as 'the 

spiritual') 

  

  

  

Zootopia; an animated movie from the Disney studio while ago 

 

   >Doubling as a closure to this glossary. 

  

  

  

  

 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/experiment-reaches-across-galaxy-heard-113000108.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHOTONIC RESEARCH 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Note: I've decided to add some of the relevant research I've done 

around photons here for relevance and additional context support. 

Future versions of PhQ as official releases will delve further into 

details of φotons (chi sourced light radiation) and a more advanced 

study of the human aura from which φotons primarily emerge.  

  

φotons are photons in the sense that we still live in the astro-bio 

physical universe, however it's important to differentiate their source 

(otherwise we're just equating ourselves and our beauty with weak IR 

bio-photons only). 

  

Undoubtedly there are many other similarities between photons and 

φotons as we know; thusly from here forward the research will still 

continue to further strengthen the Theory itself.  

 

I'll also note that this power report (being the middle of a trilogy) is 

meant to introduce my Theory of φotonic Quanta and that the prime 

report of 'φotonic Beauty' itself will delve more into the bigger 

picture as well as deeper research around the scope of the project 

including the epigenetic influence itself of φotonic beauty on others.  

  

PhB (Fotonic Beauty) itself is really a heretical and daunting project 

(building upon Uniφied Theory and Theory of φotonic Quanta); so I 



may have to release 2 versions (of 1.0); a short, consumer friendly 

version to beauty and social influencers as well as an unabridged 

version that includes the deeper research and all the extensive things 

that I wanted to include in it. It already seems like an editorial 

nightmare with all the loose scraps of content I have around. 

Anyways...here is some more (A-B Reality) photonic research (with 

resources cited)... 

;  

Google; 

  

Related to capturing photons; It is the energy in each photon of light 

that causes a chemical change to the photographic detectors that are 

coated on the film. The process whereby electromagnetic energy 

causes chemical changes to matter is known as photochemistry. 

  

Light direction, light intensity, light colour and time are the four 

dimensions of light. 

  

The energy E of a photon is equal to hv = hc/λ, where v is the 

frequency of the electromagnetic radiation and λ is its wavelength. 

Energies in quantum physics are commonly expressed in electron 

volts (1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J) and wavelengths are typically given in 

nanometers (1 nm = 10−9 m). 

  



Is all light a photon? 

  

Not only is light made up of photons, but all electromagnetic energy 

(i.e. microwaves, radio waves, X-rays) is made up of photons. The 

original concept of the photon was developed by Albert Einstein. 

However, it was scientist Gilbert N. Lewis who first used the word 

"photon" to describe it. 

  

A photon is a tiny particle made up of electromagnetic waves. They 

have no mass and no charge. You can think of them as a tiny packet 

of light energy. A photon is an example of a quantum, a discrete 

packet of energy or matter. 

  

; 

Source: https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/669436/why-does-light-have-multiple-frequencies 

  

Photons are the carriers of all forms of electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation, not just light 

  

The different types of EM radiation correspond to different amounts 

of energy per photon. Gamma ray and X-ray photons have the most 

energy, radio frequency photons have the least energy, while 

ultraviolet, infrared, and visible light photons have intermediate 

energies 

https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/669436/why-does-light-have-multiple-frequencies


  

Light is made up of individual photons and like you said photons get 

their energy at the source. Depending on the amount of energy it 

receives, a photon can have any frequency. 

  

Once it is emitted, the wavelength of a photon does not change (if we 

ignore cosmological redshift due to the expansion of space). But 

different photons can be emitted with different wavelengths 

  

There is no magic to it other than "they get emitted at different 

frequencies 

  

 

*Do photons exist at all possible wavelengths? Yes. 

  

With change in medium, the speed and wavelength of the photon 

change but frequency does not change. 

  

*The energy of a photon is directly proportional to the frequency of 

light with which it is associated. 

  



*Although photons don't have mass, they do have momentum 

because they are moving (fast!). The higher a light wave's frequency 

is, the more momentum it has and the more energy it carries,  

  

..Just as larger masses equal higher energies. Gamma rays have higher 

frequencies than radio waves, so they have higher energies 

  

  

The sunlight is made up of tiny “packets of light” called photons, that 

originate in the Sun's core. The photons are born in a nuclear fusion, 

when hydrogen cores smash together to make helium. As a byproduct 

of this reaction, a huge amount of energy is released in the form of 

photons. 

  

Radio waves have photons with the lowest energies. Microwaves 

have a little more energy than radio waves. Infrared has still more, 

followed by visible, ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma rays. 

  

Einstein believed light is a particle (photon) and the flow of photons 

is a wave. The main point of Einstein's light quantum theory is that 

light's energy is related to its oscillation frequency. 

  

A photon doesn't lose energy unless it collides with a particle 

  



Light is definitely not a molecule. It has no rest mass, no protons, no 

neutrons, no electrons.  

  

Light exists in tiny packets called photons. Photons have no rest mass 

and they do not occupy any volume. So light is not matter. It is the 

radiation of energy. 

  

  

; 

  

Source: 

  

  

*Yes. In fact, photons are the only things that humans 

can directly see.  

  

A photon is a bit of light. Human eyes are specifically designed to 

detect light. This happens when a photon enters the eye and is 

absorbed by one of the rod or cone cells that cover the retina on the 

inner back surface of the eye. When you look at a chair, you are not 

actually seeing a chair. You are seeing a bunch of photons that have 

reflected off of the chair. In the process of reflecting off of the chair, 

these photons have been arranged in a pattern that resembles the 

https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2015/09/03/can-humans-ever-directly-see-a-photon/#:~:text=In%20fact%2C%20photons%20are%20the,back%20surface%20of%20the%20eye.


chair. When the photons strike your retina, your cone and rod cells 

detect this pattern and send it to your brain. In this way, your brain 

thinks it's looking at a chair when it's really looking at a bunch of 

photons arranged in a chair pattern. 

  

  

A camera captures the patterns in the photons coming from a chair 

and stores the information as bits of electricity. A computer screen 

then uses this information to recreate the photon collection and you 

see a picture of the chair. 

 

  

*Can light turn into energy? 

 

This is called the photoelectric effect. In 1921, Einstein received the 

Nobel Prize for his work explaining this. Photovoltaic cells are based 

on a related phenomenon called the photovoltaic effect, and they 

convert light directly into electricity. 

  

Photons carry solar energy 

  

A PV cell is made of semiconductor material. When photons strike a 

PV cell, they may reflect off the cell, pass through the cell, or be 



absorbed by the semiconductor material. Only the absorbed photons 

provide energy to generate electricity. 

  

*Can light generate force? 

  

Yes indeed, light can generate a force.  I remind you that the full 

relativistic formula for energy, mass, and momentum is E2 = m2c4 + 

p2 .  Although photons have no rest-mass, m, they do carry 

momentum p.  Now a force is generated by a transfer of momentum 

so a light beam incident and absorbed by an object will experience a 

force.  This can be easily verified in the lab with a laser beam. 

  

(Note; reference laser surgery scalpels and med tech gear that are 

photonic in nature) 

  

Can humans emit photons? 

 

Chemical reactions within your body, besides liberating energy and 

producing heat, are also emitting small numbers of photons, 

elementary particles of light. The glow is strongest in the late 

afternoon, and around the lower part of your face 

  

(Rionski note; this and other research points to the astro bio-physical 

perspective of humans only having 2 inches of bio-photons) 



  

; 

  

Source; 

  

Light is very strange. Sometimes it is best to think of light as a series 

of waves. At other times, it is useful to think of light as a swarm of 

particles. When we think of light as particles, we call those particles 

of light "photons". 

  

Photons are the carriers of all forms of electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation, not just light. The different types of EM radiation 

correspond to different amounts of energy per photon. Gamma ray 

and X-ray photons have the most energy, radio frequency photons 

have the least energy, while ultraviolet, infrared, and visible light 

photons have intermediate energies. 

  

Electromagnetic radiation is the result of oscillating electric and 

magnetic fields. The wave of energy generated by such vibrations 

moves through space at the speed of light. And well it should... for 

visible light is indeed one form of electromagnetic (EM) radiation. 

  

X-rays, radio waves, gamma rays, and infrared and ultraviolet "light" 

are the other main types of electromagnetic radiation. They are all 

https://www.windows2universe.org/physical_science/magnetism/photon.html


traveling vibrations of electromagnetic waves, each with its own 

characteristic wavelength. Organized in order of wavelength, they 

make up the electromagnetic spectrum. 

  

Sometimes it is useful to think about electromagnetic radiation as 

though it came in packets. These packets of EM radiation are called 

"photons". 

  

There is a second main type of radiation, which is the result of 

subatomic particles moving at very high speeds. That type of 

radiation is called "particle radiation". 

  

https://www.windows2universe.org/physical_science/magnetism/em_radiation.html 

  

  

; 

Source; 

https://warrenmars.com/photography/technical/resolution/photons.htm 

https://www.windows2universe.org/physical_science/magnetism/em_radiation.html
https://warrenmars.com/photography/technical/resolution/photons.htm


 

 

For the purposes of this section a photon is a particle of light. Photons 

are discrete particles, (ie you can't have half a photon), and are the 

embodiment of energy in electromagnetic form. Their energy is 

precisely quantised, (thanks to the quantum theory), and this energy 

determines the colour of the light. The higher energies are blue, the 

lower red, and green is in the middle. Light energies extend beyond 

the visible spectrum but we don't need to cover that here. 

  

  

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/eight-things-you-might-not-know-about-light? 

  

The higher the frequency, the more energy, and the higher the 

amplitude, the more energy. 

  

  

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/eight-things-you-might-not-know-about-light?


Photons are easily created and destroyed. 

  

The movement of electrons is responsible for both the creation and 

destruction of the photons, and that's the case for a lot of light 

production and absorption. An electron moving in a strong magnetic 

field will generate photons just from its acceleration 

  

The energy of a photon depends on radiation frequency; there are 

photons of all energies from high-energy gamma- and X-rays, 

through visible light, to low-energy infrared and radio waves. All 

photons travel at the speed of light. 

  

It is the energy in each photon of light that causes a chemical change 

to the photographic detectors that are coated on the film. The process 

whereby electromagnetic energy causes chemical changes to matter is 

known as photochemistry. 

; 

  

The motion of electrons and ions in plasma produces its own electric 

and magnetic fields. Because of the totally chaotic and highly 

energetic state of the constituent particles of plasma, it produces its 

own electromagnetic radiation.  -Source;  

;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/238-plasmas-explained#:~:text=The%20motion%20of%20electrons%20and,produces%20its%20own%20electromagnetic%20radiation.


 

 

 

That’s it! My Theory of Fotonic Quanta v1.0!  

 

-Rion Kati 
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